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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Introduction 
Bacteria are responsible for causing illness and infection in a number of organisms 
and in some cases it can be fatal. Humans are fortunate enough to have the intelligence to 
prevent such fatalities by minimizing the chances of becoming infected and by developing 
cures for these infections if they do occur. The way these chances are minimized is by 
destroying bacteria or by inhibiting their growth before they have a chance to cause infection. 
Food is stored at low temperatures to prevent bacterial growth and then cooked at high 
temperatures to kill bacteria that may have taken up residence within it. Also, bacteria can be 
destroyed on our hands with antimicrobial agents (i.e., soaps and detergents) to prevent 
infection from ingestion of bacteria that are picked up on everyday surfaces like computer 
keyboards or countertops. 
Even with all of these preventative measures people still become infected by bacteria 
and they must be cured before an infection becomes serious. The most common way to cure 
a bacterial infection is to administer antibiotics. These substances can kill the bacteria with 
minimal side effects to the actual patient. However before an effective antibiotic can be 
chosen, since certain antibiotics are only effective against certain bacteria, information on the 
type of bacteria causing the infection needs to be obtained. Obtaining this information is 
very important to a number of people besides the patient. Doctors in hospitals obviously 
need this information to prescribe the appropriate antibiotics, but it is important to many 
others, particularly those that wish to prevent the patient from ever reaching this stage. 
Those who deal with and sell food to the general public need to be sure the products they 
send out are not contaminated with bacteria. Pharmaceutical manufacturers need to ensure 
that the products they sell to the public are also not contaminated, since these products will 
most likely end up in the bloodstream of the patient one way or another. If these products are 
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contaminated, they will lead to infection. This also means that the equipment they use to 
produce these products must also be free of and monitored for bacteria. 
The methods in use today to test for and identify bacteria require a significant amount 
of time and there is a large desire to have tests for bacteria that can be performed quickly. 
This is because a quicker test would allow patients to receive a faster diagnosis and 
manufacturers of any products that may be ingested or end up inside of humans to be able to 
increase production times by having a fast reliable method of testing their products for 
contamination before they are sent out. In order to achieve this goal some researchers have 
turned to Capillary Electrophoresis (CE) as a means of microbial detection and identification. 
It not only allows detection of bacteria but does so quickly and is able to separate bacteria as 
well. This ability to separate is very beneficial and attractive since many samples can contain 
multiple bacteria. Separation allows identification of multiple bacteria simultaneously, 
further reducing the time requirements. 
Capillary electrokinetic separation methods have been used in several formats (i.e. 
capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE), capillary isoelectric focusing (CIEF), capillary 
isotachophoresis (CI), and capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE)) to analyze and characterize a 
wide variety of analytes from simple inorganic ions [1, 2, 3], small organic molecules [3], 
peptides [4,5], to proteins [4] DNA and RNA [6]. The fundamental factors governing the 
separation of these molecules have been understood for some time [7, 8]. Movement occurs 
because charged species will migrate toward the direction of opposite charge when an 
electric field is applied. The solvent molecules around the analyte also impose a frictional 
drag on the analyte molecules as they move; therefore, the net mobility of an analyte 
molecule (at equilibrium) is represented by the equation 1: 
|l = q/f (1) 
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where p is the electrophoretic mobility, q is the net charge and f is the translational friction 
coefficient (which is equal to 6%r|R, where R is the particle radius and r\ is viscosity). Often 
times the mobility is described by its charge to size ratio; however, it is understood that size 
relates directly to the frictional coefficient. This relationship was derived for spherical 
particles, which is a reasonable assumption unless very large molecules such as proteins, 
DNA and RNA are considered, then other models must be used [9]. These models still allow 
a fairly accurate prediction of the electrophoretic mobility. CE is an attractive technique for 
molecular analytes because of its low sample consumption, short analysis times, ease of 
automation and, of course, the extremely high efficiencies obtainable. In fact, for most of 
these analytes only a few factors contribute to the overall band broadening process, which 
enables the attainment of high efficiencies. The factors that contribute to total band 
broadening (o2t) are indicated in equation 2: 
<Tt = CTd + CTaT + CT| + Cfdet + CTak + CTah + CT"w + HD (2) 
where O2D represents the variance from longitudinal diffusion, (TAT is the variance from the 
temperature profile, CTi is from the finite injection zone length, CTdet is from finite detection 
width, g2ak is variance from conductivity differences, (f &h is from siphoning effects, CTw 
from wall interactions, and o2hd is from hydrodynamic injection [10]. For inorganic ions, 
small organic molecules, and small peptides only the first three terms contribute significantly 
and cannot be controlled to a large extent by the operator. When working with large proteins 
or other macromolecules, the term from longitudinal diffusion can often be neglected, since 
they have diffusion coefficients much lower than those of small molecules. However the 
band broadening term for wall interactions is often significant. In fact, under ideal conditions 
the Gaussian peak shape is the sole result of the distribution induced by longitudinal 
diffusion; therefore proteins, with minimal diffusion coefficients, should theoretically display 
a rectangular peak shape under these conditions (in reality, a situation quite difficult to 
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produce). The fact that all entities of a particular molecular analyte are exactly identical to 
each other also simplifies matters. (This is not the case for microbial analytes; the special 
problems they present will be discussed later.) 
Recently, CE has been extended to include microbial samples, which differ 
considerably from the aforementioned analytes. Colloidal particles (such as microbes) 
typically have at least one dimension in the lower tens of nanometers to a few micrometers, 
while molecular sizes are usually expressed in terms of angstroms. A fundamental 
understanding of the electrophoretic process is more complicated for such particles. No 
longer can the relative electrophoretic mobility be estimated by considering the molecular 
weight and the expected charge. In fact, the molecular weights and overall charges are rarely 
known, unless measured beforehand by compementary techniques. These particles typically 
exhibit a wide distribution of charge, size, and shape; all of which can vary with 
experimental conditions and time. Frequently a single sample will have a distribution of 
properties and therefore electrophoretic mobilities. This quality is often referred to as 
electrophoretic heterogeneity (EH) [11]. This is not a problem when considering small 
molecular species or ions which are individually identical. The EH is an additional term that 
contributes to the total variance of the peak width in CE. Under conditions where all other 
sources of variance could be suppressed, EH alone would give rise to a broad and often 
irregular peak shape. The total variance from wall interactions can also be a problem for 
colloidal/nano particles. The potential for an enormous number of charges (if positive) and 
hydrophobic moieties on their surface can greatly increase the chance of wall interactions. In 
addition, the size of the particle itself and the fact that it is actually present as a 
heterogeneous solution increases the probability that it will physically contact the wall, 
which can sometimes retard its forward movement. 
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In addition to the factors that affect variance, other factors that affect analysis are: 
particle-particle interactions and the stability of individual particles. Though molecules are 
constantly bombarding one another due to simple Brownian motion, this generally doesn't 
have an effect on their measured mobility or the mobility of other small molecular analytes in 
solution. This is not the case for colloidal particles, as sometimes the particles will adhere to 
each other once they come into contact and this will alter their mobility. This can also be a 
source of capillary clogging, if aggregation occurs to a large extent. In terms of stability, 
many biological colloids are susceptible to extremes of pH, osmolarity differences, or high 
electric fields, which can cause damage or rupture the structures. These are among a few of 
the factors affecting the analysis of colloidal particles by CE, many more exist. The 
aforementioned examples illustrate a few of the complicating factors that researchers in the 
field address. These difficulties may explain why relatively little has been published in the 
area of colloidal or nano-particle CE, until recently. (11-21) 
The importance of understanding the properties of biologically-related colloidal 
particles to researchers cannot be overstated; viruses, bacteria, and fungi, while important for 
pathological reasons, also provide antibiotics and vaccines. Structures such as liposomes 
have been used widely in the cosmetic industry, as drug delivery agents, and as model 
systems for many biological membranes [12]. Since these colloidal/nano particles are used 
in many ways and are important for a number of reasons, the careful characterization (in term 
of size and surface properties) of these particles is also essential. Currently existing 
techniques for characterizing such particles are often very time consuming and complex. For 
instance, the size of inorganic and polymeric particles is typically characterized by laser light 
scattering, which is a notoriously difficult technique. The surface of these particles can be 
characterized by laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV), another complicated technique [13]. 
Biological characterization is typically performed by flow cytometry, which is very time 
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consuming and expensive. Surface characterization of these particles is done by 
microelectrophoresis, which is a labor intensive technique. CE is superior to these 
techniques because it can provide rapid information on both size and surface characteristics 
in a very simple manner. Some of the ways in which this has been done will be discussed in 
the following literature review section as well as by examples of the work I have done in this 
thesis. Although CE may have initially appeared to be unsuitable for these types of analyses, 
researchers have made significant strides in developing CE as a very competitive technique 
for the analysis of colloidal/microbial particles. 
Thesis Organization 
. Within this thesis, an introduction is presented stating some of the reasons for 
performing microbial analysis by CE and the main difficulties in microbial analysis. The 
next section is a literature review to present the work that other researchers in the field have 
done. The following four chapters are each papers previously published in scientific journals 
detailing the work the author and collaborators have done on this subject of the dissertation. 
The papers included in this dissertation are here because they represent the majority of the 
work the author has done pertaining to analysis of microbes with capillary electrophoresis. I 
should state my role in each of these publications since I do not appear as a first author in 
some of them. In the first publication, Evaluation of Molecule-Microbe Interactions with 
Capillary Electrophoresis, the experiments performed in the last half of the paper were done 
by me, namely the measurement of binding between Lucifer yellow and vancomycin to B. 
infantis. In the second publication, Mechanistic Aspects in the Generation of Apparent 
Ultrahigh Efficiencies for Colloidal (Microbial) Electrokinetic Separations, I was responsible 
for the electropherograms obtained using the CCD instrument as well as having a hand in 
building the instrument required to take said electropherograms. For the third publication, 
Use of Microbubbles in Capillary Electrophoresis for Sample Segregation when Focusing 
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Microbial Samples, I was responsible for all of the experimental data contained within the 
manuscript, but the manuscript itself was written by Alain Berthod. In the last publication, A 
Rapid Capillary Electrophoretic Method for Detection of Bacterial Contamination, the 
document was written by and a vast majority of the experiments were performed by me. 
Within each of these four chapters there will be similar subheadings of abstract, introduction, 
material and methods, results and discussion, conclusions, and references. The last chapter is 
a general conclusion section where the success of each paper in relation to the problems 
presented in the introduction(s) will be discussed; it will also contain a short section on 
possible future experiments. 
Literature Review 
A mentioned previously this section details the information gathered by researchers 
by the CE analysis of microbes. It is a very fast method capable of obtaining a significant 
amount of information in some cases on multiple microorganisms present in a sample. Early 
work in microbial analysis by CE was performed in 1987 by Hjerten et al. who demonstrated 
that Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) and Lactobacillius casei were transported similarly close 
to the EOF (Electro Osmotic Flow) [14]. Electropherograms for each were obtained using a 
100 jo,m i.d. capillary (coated with methylcellulose or linear polyacrylamide) and an 
appropriate Tris buffer. The TMV virus was studied again later by Grossman and Soane who 
determined that the orientation of the virus had an effect on its electrophoretic mobility [15]. 
Since the virus is oblong in shape, different orientations resulted in more or less frictional 
drag from the surrounding fluid. Higher electric fields aligned the virus more with the 
direction of the electroosmotic flow and created less frictional drag. An increase of more 
than 6% in the measured electrophoretic mobility was observed over the range of the electric 
fields studied. 
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Kenndler and co-workers exhaustively studied the human rhino virus (HRV) in a 
number of publications. The first was a study to determine the isoelectric point (pi) of the 
human rhinovirus [16]. This was followed by a CE study showing that the HRV peaks could 
be reproducibly identified [17]. When HRV was analyzed using CE, a large peak 
consistently appeared at 3.6 minutes. A series of experiments then ensued to unequivocally 
assign the peak to the human rhinovirus. First, the virus was heated to denature it. The 
denaturing not only resulted in the loss of RNA from the viral capsid, but also various other 
structural changes. After the heated sample was subjected to CE, the main peak disappeared 
and a new peak at -4.8 minutes appeared, presumably from the released RNA. In order to 
determine whether or not this peak was in fact RNA, the virus was treated with RNase both 
before and after heating. Results showed that the major peak at 3.6 minutes was unaffected 
by treatment with RNase; however, when the virus was heated first and then treated with 
RNase, the peak at 4.8 minutes disappeared. Several small peaks also appeared, most likely 
from the degradation of the RNA peak by RNase. The use of monoclonal antibodies also 
helped the absolute identification of the peak at 3.4 minutes as HRV. These antibodies 
caused aggregation of the HRV and when the sample was centrifuged, a decrease in the peak 
height identified as HRV was observed. It is worth noting that small amounts of SDS, 
deoxycholate, Triton X-100-R or some combination of the these surfactants were added to 
the run buffer for all of the experiments reported by this group. This was done to prevent 
adsorption of the virus to the capillary wall. In later work, the identification of other 
products that resulted from denaturing of the virus, namely the 80S and 135S structural units, 
was attempted [18]. By using specific monoclonal antibodies (in one instance an antibody 
that binds exclusively to only subviral particles) the 80S particles could be centrifuged out of 
solution. After subsequent analysis of the supernant by CE, there was a decrease in the peak 
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tentatively labeled as 80S, while the native virus peak was unaffected. The identification of 
the 135S particles was not successful. 
A number of different serotypes of the human rhinovirus were also studied by Okun, 
et al. [19]. The previous characterization by CE of the HRV2 serotype provided significant 
evidence that peaks obtained indeed belonged to HRV, but in this case a post column 
infectivity assay was employed to aid in the identification of 3 more HRV serotypes: 
HRV 14, HRV 16, and HRV49. Under optimized conditions (i.e. pH and type of detergent), 
the different serotypes exhibited different electrophoretic mobilities. They varied from 9.6 x 
10"9 m2 V"1 s"1 to 22.7 x 10"9 m2 V"1 s"1. Fractions were then collected from the capillary and 
healthy HeLa cells were incubated with each fraction. Those fractions which corresponded 
to the eluting HRV2 and HRV 14 cells showed the highest rates of infectivity as determined 
by cell lysis thus confirming the existence of infectious viral particles. 
Affinity capillary electrophoresis (ACE) is a relatively new technique, but has 
provided a great deal of information concerning the interaction of a wide variety of 
molecules and macromolecules. For a comprehensive review of these methods, see ref [20]. 
ACE was used by Okun et al. to determine the extent of interaction between HRV and 
certain monoclonal antibodies [21]. A continual shift in the initial peak belonging to the 
native retrovirus was observed upon incubation with increasing amounts mAb 8F5, until an 
excess of mAb 8F5 was added, which caused a peak for free mAb 8F5 to appear. Similar 
observations were made with HRV 14 and mAb 17-IA confirming complex formation. These 
experiments were extended to determine the stoichiometry between the monoclonal 
antibodies and HRV s [22]. The mAb to HRV ratio was determined for two cases: high 
affinity and intermediate affinity systems. For the high affinity system, a constant amount of 
mAb 3B10 was incubated with increasing amounts of HRV2. The aggregated viruses were 
centrifuged and the remaining mAbs were analyzed by CE. By plotting the peak area of 
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mAb obtained by CE analysis versus the amount of HRV2 added, a linear binding curve was 
constructed. The x-intercept of such a curve can be used to determine the stoichiometry 
between the two analytes. For this case, a ratio of 1:18 HRV to mAb was obtained. For the 
intermediate system, a constant amount of mAb 8F5 was incubated with varying amounts of 
HRV2. In this case a peak for both the free mAb 8F5 and the complex were observed (the 
sample was not centrifuged), but as more HRV2 was added, a decrease in the free mAb peak 
was clearly evident. These data were used to construct a similar binding curve, but since this 
was a case of intermediate binding, the curve was not linear and resulted in a slight 
underestimation of the stoichiometry. The obtained ratio was 1:28, but by considering the 
viral symmetry and the foreseen underestimation, the experimental ratio was determined to 
agree well with the expected number of 1:30. Comparable results were acquired by 
stoichiometric studies of HRV2 with VLDLs (very low density lipoprotein receptors) [23]. 
The only attempt at studying a virus other than the human rhinovirus was by Mann et 
al. on an adenovirus [24]. The experiments were carried out using PVA coated capillaries 
approximately 57 cm in length and a 25 mM sodium phosphate buffer. Use of non-coated 
capillaries resulted in blank electropherograms, presumably from viral adsorption to the 
capillary wall. The electrophereograms from successful experiments yielded a major peak at 
9-10 minutes along with minor trailing peaks. The viral activity was measured for several 
collected fractions and found to be highest in the region of 7-10 minutes, where the main and 
minor viral peaks resided. Protein based estimates for the concentration of virus injected 
were 4.9xl010 particles/ml (STD + 2.2xlOm). The pH and the ionic strength were optimized 
at 7 and 25 mM phosphate, respectively. 
Bacteria can be as much as 10" to 103 times larger than viruses; the increasing size 
leads to increased complexity. Viruses are known to exist mainly in one of two forms: helical 
or icosahedral. While viral capsids are composed entirely of protein, they typically contain 
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only a few types. By their very nature, viruses are highly symmetrical, uniform and simplistic. 
In contrast to viruses, bacteria can adopt an enormous variety of shapes and sizes, both among 
and within species. The outer membranes also have a large number of lipids, proteins, and 
techoic acids. [25]. The wide variety of physiological differences makes characterization of 
bacteria by CE more difficult than viruses. 
Ebersole and McCormick were among the first to successfully subject bacteria to 
analysis by capillary electrophoresis [26]. In their publication, broad single peaks were 
obtained for a series of four bacteria: S. pyogenes (peak co-migrates with another), S. 
agalactiae, S. pneumoniae, and E. faecalis, using 250 cm long, 100 |im i.d. capillaries. The 
bacteria tended to migrate close to the electroosmotic flow (EOF) front when short capillaries 
were used; these capillary dimensions (especially the length) allowed sufficient time for the 
bacteria to distance themselves from the EOF front and from each other. Artificial mixtures of 
the bacteria were separated and fractions were recovered with greater than 98% purity in most 
cases. Culturing of the collected fractions showed significant numbers of colonies with little or 
no contamination. This demonstrated the ability of the technique to allow cells to remain viable 
during analysis. Pfetsch and Welsch were able to separate P. putida, Pseudomonas sp. and A. 
euthrophus under similar conditions (250 |im i.d. 250 cm length capillaries) [27]. The 
electrophoretic bands for the bacteria were considerably wider than those normally obtained 
for molecules, similar to ref. [26], this was partially attributed to the variation in surface 
charge-to-size ratio and thermal field flow fractionation (TFFF) effects. Bay gents et al. used 
CE to confirm results produced by MARK (Microbe and Radiolabel Kinesis) studies on two 
types of bacteria (A 1264 and CD1) obtained from sediments and river water [28]. Retention 
data from MARK studies displayed a best fit to a bimodal distribution. CE analysis, using a 
moderately long fused silica capillary (47-57cm) and a 10 2 M MOPS buffer, confirmed the 
existence of two distinct bacterial populations having slightly different electrophoretic 
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mobilities. A large collection of electrophoretic mobility data for several different bacteria was 
collected in ref. [29]. Broad but reproducible peaks were apparent for each bacterial species 
using 50 p,m i.d. capillaries 80cm in length with a 10 mM phosphate buffer. Activity 
measurements were also reported in this publication by introducing a small amount of an 
exogenous electron acceptor (DCIP, 2,6-Dichlorophenolindophenol) along with an oxidizeable 
substrate (glucose) into the run buffer. A valley appeared in the electropherograms between 
the migration times of the bacteria (E. coli) and the DCIP. This valley represented the region 
of reduced DCIP the E. coli produced using glucose as a substrate and also indicated that 
viable and active cells were being analyzed. Yamada et al. compared the separation of C. 
cartae and A. tumifaciens by CE to capillary gel electrophoresis (CGE) [30]. CGE 
outperformed CE in terms of peak purity; peaks for CGE were generally greater than 98% 
pure, while those for CE were only 90% pure. Due to the nature of CGE, however, the overall 
analysis time was much longer than for CE. Since the peak area of the bacteria correlated well 
with the number of cells injected, the cell population could accurately be monitored over the 
course of several days, (accurate as determined by comparison with FISH (Fluorescence in situ 
hybridization) techniques). Using any of the aforementioned techniques, the CE separation of 
bacteria was only possible if there were sufficiently large differences in the electrophoretic 
mobilities. In addition, compared to CE of molecules, the peak capacity was small due to the 
small differences in migration times and the large peak widths [27]. Consequently, the CE 
separation of microorganisms and other cells was not widely pursued. 
Recently, Armstrong and co-workers established a method that yielded separations of 
intact microorganisms with short analysis times and sharp peaks. These "apparent 
efficiencies" were attributed to the use of a very dilute (0.025% w/w) polymer additive 
(polyethyleneoxide). In one particular study, this method enabled the effective separation of 
M. luteus, E. aerogenes, P. fluorescens, and S. cerevisiae in less than 10 minutes, with a 
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capillary having dimensions of 100 jim i.d. and 27 cm length [31]. For the first time, capillary 
dimensions, migration times, peak resolutions, and "apparent efficiencies" were comparable to 
the best molecular separations. The exact mechanism for the resulting separations was not 
completely understood in the early reports [32-34], However it was clear that the size shape 
and charge of the particles affected the separation. It was subsequently shown that aggregation 
played a significant role in obtaining single reproducible peaks [35]. Visible microscopy of 
cell solutions before injection into the capillary displayed a good correlation between the 
number of peaks in the resulting electropherogram and the extent of aggregation of the cells in 
the solution. There was a marked reduction in the number of peaks by brief sonication of the 
microbial samples just before injection. Experimental results showed that larger aggregates 
migrated through the capillary slower than single cells. Upon sonication, the aggregates were 
dissipated, allowing the single cells to migrate freely through the capillary. This uniform 
solution allowed a single peak for each organism to be obtained [33]. 
The technique was used for a number of applications including determination of cell 
viability, quantitation of bacteria, and identification of the bacteria responsible for urinary tract 
infections [32, 33, 34]. Quantitation of bacteria was accomplished by dissolving a varying 
number of dietary tablets containing bacteria in run buffer and relating the peak area obtained 
to concentration of cells injected [32] The resulting calibration curve yielded an R2 value of 
0.995 (cell counts compared to flow cytometry data). In conjunction with nucleic acid dyes, 
the calibration plots could be used to determine the number of viable cells in a given 
population. Analysis of L. acidopholus tablets utilizing this technique revealed that only 60% 
of the cells were viable. In further experiments the analytical figures of merit for determining 
cell viability by CE were determined [33]. A mixture of two bacteria and yeast were separated, 
identified, quantified, and the viability of each determined in a single run [33]. In a separate 
report, S. saprophyticus and E.coli (the two main causative agents of urinary tract infections) 
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were identified in urine using a direct injection technique [34]. The major constituents of the 
urine matrix (e.g., urea and salts) migrated near the EOF while the bacteria migrated as a single 
sharp peak, several minutes later. S. saprophyticus generally had longer migration times than 
E. coli, allowing a differentiation between the two bacteria. 
The use of a dilute polymer additive for CE bacterial analysis subsequently was used by 
other groups as well. Shintani et al. used a system consisting of sodium alginate polymer to 
obtain ultra high efficiencies for certain Salmonella strains [36]. Electrophoretic peaks for S. 
enteritidis were vastly improved when 0.01% sodium alginate was added to the run buffer and 
a similar but smaller effect was observed for S. typhimurium. A good correlation was found 
for injection cell number and the detection signal in relative fluorescence units (R2 = 0.9992). 
Several mechanistic aspects of the dilute polymer technique were studied using very 
specialized equipment. [37, 38, 39] By using a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera coupled 
with laser induced fluorescence, moving pictures of the capillary electrophoresis process could 
be taken. The movies revealed that under certain conditions a band compaction process 
occurred inside the capillary as the bacteria traveled under the applied voltage. This 
phenomenon appeared to be one of the reasons for the very narrow bandwidth of the peaks. 
Several factors and the influence each had on the compaction process were investigated [37]. 
Increasing the ionic strength of the buffer provided slightly more efficient and reproducible 
peaks, while increasing the pH served mainly to decrease electrophoretic heterogeneity and 
force the microbes toward the cathode. Different polymers were also considered and it was 
found that polyvinylpyrrolidone could also induce compaction, while polyacrylamide and poly 
(acrylamide-co-acrylic acid) could not. Different molecular weights of the polymers in the run 
buffer could be used to cause compaction to occur, but as higher molecular weights were used, 
longer migration times resulted. Wider injection plugs also produced longer migration times. 
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Several proposed pathways for the unusual compaction behavior were discussed in a 
recent publication [38]. The first proposed mechanism involved the presence of a "hairy" layer 
near the surface of the microbe from the dilute adsorbed polymer, not unlike the hairy layer 
proposed by Radko et al. for polymeric particles. The electrokinetic movement of small ions is 
slowed within this "hairy-layer" creating a localized region of lowered conductivity. If this 
results in a concurrent, significant local enhancement of the electric field, focusing can occur. 
This type of focusing is well-known for molecular analysis, but unlike molecular analysis, the 
sample here is not intentionally dissolved in a solution of lower ionic strength to create the 
effect. In addition, no other experimental focusing techniques such as pH gradients or 
sweeping were employed. A shape induced differential mobility model was also proposed. 
Some bacteria such as E. coli and B. infantis are rod shaped, similar to TMV, and may exhibit 
varying mobilities based on their orientation in the capillary under an applied electric field. 
The differential mobilities may facilitate collisions between the bacteria and cause them to 
aggregate, as bacteria are known to do. It is believed that the polymer may serve a two-fold 
function in this process: to slow the EOF and allow sufficient time for the process to occur and 
to aid in particle-particle interactions. The last of the three proposed mechanisms was the 
"field-induced aggregation model". This model was based upon a recent theory which 
suggests that some colloidal particles (under certain specific circumstances) will form disc-like 
aggregates that align themselves perpendicularly to existing electric field lines [40]. Zheng 
and Yueng also investigated the mechanism underlying the compaction of bacteria in a 
polymer-based system [39]. Using a CCD camera coupled to a microscope, bacteria could be 
imaged at the single bacterium level. Visualization of the bacteria under the applied electric 
field showed that they moved at different speeds depending on their angular orientation with 
respect to the direction of flow, just as TMV do. Those at 0° (parallel to flow) moved fastest, 
while those at 90° (perpendicular to flow) moved slowest. The bacteria collided and 
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agglomerated as they traveled, due to the varying velocities. The chances of another collision 
then increased due to the larger size of the newly formed aggregate. This "sticking" of the 
bacteria also contributed to the attainment of very narrow bandwidth of the CE peaks. It is 
important to note that the traditional term for efficiency does not apply to these types of 
systems. If the cohesive forces between the agglomerated bacteria are greater than the 
dispersive forces within the capillary, then there is no band broadening and the peak width is 
independent of migration time. 
Use of coated capillaries has also yielded successful results in the analysis of bacteria 
and other microorganisms by CE. The coating serves to prevent adsorption of bacteria on the 
fused silica surface and to suppress the electroosmotic flow enough to allow the bacteria to 
travel mainly under the influence of their own electrophoretic mobility. A. oxydans was 
analyzed using a polyvinyl alcohol coated capillary and found to possess a positive charge 
since detection was possible only under normal polarity [41]. The electrophereograms 
contained groups of peaks and were attributed to both aggregation and heterogeneity of the 
bacteria. Similar to results obtained by other groups, the number of spurious peaks from 
aggregation was reduced after sonication [35]. In addition, the heterogeneity and distribution 
of peaks also changed depending on the growth phase of the bacteria. Buszewski et al. 
analyzed P. fluorescens, E. coli, B. cereus and P. vulgaris using acrylimide coated capillaries 
of extremely short length (8 cm effective). All peaks were detected in less than 7 min when 
reverse polarity was employed, however P. fluorescens and E. coli could not be resolved from 
each other [42]. CIEF of yeast cells was accomplished by Shen et al. using a hydroxypropyl 
methylcellulose coated capillary [43]. The isoelectric points ranged from 5.2 for yeast cells in 
the early log phase of growth to 6.4 for cells in the stationary phase of the cell life cycle. An 
attractive feature of this method was that as little as five yeast cells could be detected in a 
single experiment. 
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CHAPTER 2. EVALUATION OF MOLECULE-MICROBE 
INTERACTIONS WITH CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS 
A paper published in Electrophoresis 
Alain Berthod, Mike Rodriguez. Daniel W. Armstrong 
Abstract 
Understanding the interactions between molecules and living organisms is of 
paramount importance for the evaluation of pharmaceutical activity, chemical toxicity and all 
manner of microbiological studies. The capability of capillary electrophoresis (CE) in the 
evaluation of molecule-microbe interactions is examined in the present paper. The 
fundamental chemical concept of the binding or association constant for molecular systems 
measured in free solution is discussed for biological systems where microorganisms uptake 
or associate with molecules from their environment. The heterogeneity of the living 
organisms must be understood and accounted for including differences related to semantics 
such as concentration units and the nature of the associations between two entities and large 
differences in the size and number of microorganisms as compared to molecules. Finally, the 
added complexity and even inhomogeneity of a cell compared to most molecular systems 
must be considered and possibly controlled. The binding of specific molecules to viruses is 
discussed. CE can be utilized to quickly determine if a molecule binds very strongly or not at 
all to a cell (i.e., a binary yes/no answer). This could be useful for initial high-throughput 
screening purposes when using capillary arrays, for example. CE can be useful for 
determining unusual (large) molecule/microbe stoichiometrics. Finally, CE can sometimes be 
used to determine the size of binding constants (KKL) within certain limits provided 
experimental conditions can be formulated that minimize problems of biological 
heterogeneity. 
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Introduction 
Binding constants or association constants are thermodynamic data that are most 
often used to quantify molecular associations. They do not specify the nature of the 
interaction or interactions, but only reflect the magnitude of the sum of all the relevant 
interactions. Binding constants are used for a great variety of systems including: (i) the 
association of small molecules [1], (ii) the interaction of a molecule or ion with a ligand [2], 
(iii) binding of small molecules to large molecules (such as proteins) [3, 4], or to aggregates 
(such as micelles) [5, 6], (iv) specific binding of molecules to receptors [7, 8]. Understanding 
the interactions between molecules and living organisms is of paramount importance for the 
evaluation of pharmaceutical activity, chemical toxicity and all manner of microbiological 
studies. There is an increasing need for efficient and effective methods that allow estimation 
of the magnitude of the binding of molecules to microorganisms. Different 
nonelectrophoretic methods were used to determine molecule-microbe specific binding 
interactions [9-11]. A patent covers a recent method using a surface acoustic wave device to 
measure molecule-microbe interaction [12]. In most cases, the interaction of a molecule and 
its specific target is studied. Previously, capillary electrophoresis (CE) was shown to be 
useful for measuring molecular binding constants via a number of different approaches [1-4]. 
The question arises: Can the CE approach be used to directly evaluate association behavior 
between molecules and intact microorganisms? To answer this question, the general 
characteristics of living cells will be outlined and the specific problems encountered when 
dealing with microorganisms will be discussed. There is very little published on using CE to 
directly or indirectly study microbe-molecule interactions. The few papers that even allude 
to it are included in this review. The results obtained in our group in the study of cell-
molecule interactions by CE also are considered, some of them for the first time. 
Results and Discussion 
General considerations 
Posing the problem 
The main problem is that the way chemists measure thermodynamic binding 
constants between molecules may or may not be relevant to microorganisms. Biologists do 
things and view these interactions very differently than chemists, and indeed, they may have 
to. There is no single theoretical treatment comparable to what we have for 1:1, 
molecule:molecule binding: 
L + R <-»RL (1) 
that covers most microbial-molecule interactions. The binding constant, Â'rl in M_1, is the 
inverse of the RL dissociation constant, Kd, in M: 
l/KRL = Kd = [L][R]/[RL] (2) 
With molecules, the binding constant, Kd, is the ratio of the kinetic constant of RL 
dissociation to L + R, to the kinetic constant of the RL formation. Dealing with molecule-
microbe interaction, the binding constant can be a combination of different interactions with 
different kinetics. The complexity and heterogeneity of microorganisms is such that it may 
take years and a variety of different numerical models to adequately describe all aspects of 
microbe-molecule interactions. In some cases or with qualification, molecular models 
sometimes may be applicable. In other cases, they will be inapplicable as will be described 
later. 
Kinetics 
When using migration shift experiments for the CE determination of binding 
constants, the ligand and the receptor interact during the electrophoresis experiment [1, 4], 
Consequently, the kinetics of the interaction is important. There are three possibilities: either 
the interaction kinetics is fast compared to the CE separation time scale, or it is slow, or they 
are of a similar time scale. If the association/dissociation kinetics are of approximately the 
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same timescale, broad and tailing peaks will be obtained giving inaccurate migration times 
and poor reproducibility. If the kinetics are much faster than the separation time, the 
electropherograms can show sharp peaks with clean peak shifts. It was estimated that the 
complex dissociation half-time, 11/2, should be equal to or less than 1 % of the separation time 
to get this situation [13, 14]. Long separation times thus permit the analysis of more slowly 
interacting species. For example, if a typical separation time of 1 h is accepted, the 
dissociation half-time should be equal to or lower than 36 s. The dissociation rate constant, 
kd, should be equal to or higher than 0.02 s-1. These numbers do not give any limit to the 
magnitude of the binding constant itself, because it is the ratio of the formation rate constant 
to the dissociation rate constant. If the kinetics of association (binding) is very slow, 
preincubation of the ligand and receptor can be done. CE can be used for subsequent peak 
area measurement for quantitative assessment of free R and bound RL complex and the free 
remaining ligand. The binding incubation is done before the CE separation using as much 
time as needed for the system to reach equilibrium. In this case, the kd complex dissociation 
rate constant should be equal or lower than 0.1/t, where t is the time required to separate 
bound from free molecules in the given system [14]. A fast separation is always desirable. If 
the separation time is 10 min, the kd rate constant should be less than 1.7xl0™4 s~' or 0.01 
min~' (ty2 ~ 70 min). It should be pointed out that the initial concentrations must be known. 
Very often, the rate constants of the interactions are not known. Then, performing CE 
experiments in different buffer conditions resulting in different run times will allow the 
influences of the interaction kinetics to be assessed by examining the peak shapes and 
positions. 
Strength of binding 
Since the binding constant is the ratio of the formation rate constant to the 
dissociation rate constant, the magnitude of the binding constants is linked to the kinetics of 
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the system. When complexation occurs with very high binding constants, very low 
concentrations of ligand and substrate must be measured accurately. The limit of detection of 
the CE technique will give the maximum value of the measurable binding constant. The 
technicalrequirements of CE, ionic strength, pH, buffer concentration, will limit the 
capability of the method as well. For example, stacking occurs when the injected sample has 
an ionic strength less than the running buffer ionicstrength. Stacking will change the 
concentrations in the sample zone in an uncontrolled way. The peak areas and retention times 
will be biased [14]. Let us consider a practical example where the KRL binding constant is 10 
000 M"1, the initial concentration of receptor, [R]o, is 10~6 M and the initial concentration of 
ligands, [L]o, is 10"4 M. At equilibrium, Eq. (2) allows calculation of the respective 
concentrations as: [RL] = 5.03xl0~7 M, [L] = 9.95xl0~5 M and [R] = 4.97xl0~7 M. These 
values show that the concentration of R, [R], may fall below the limit of detection of the 
technique and/or the [L] free ligand concentration may not be found to be significantly 
different from the initial concentration. This example shows that there is a "binding strength 
window" for the measurement of binding constants by conventional CE methodologies. 
From the values found in the literature [1-4, 14-16], this window can be roughly estimated 
to be 1 < KrL < 104 M_1 or, for the dissociation constants: 1 > Kd > 10~4 M. Problems 
specific to microbes such as site-site homogeneity and/or cooperative phenomena are often 
encountered in cellular binding systems. In these cases, the strength of binding is not 
constant. This produces nonlinearity in binding constant studies. Molecular methods for 
measuring binding constants do not distinguish between a microbe enveloping (ingesting) a 
volume of external fluid and its contents versus actual surface binding via chemical 
interactions. Biologists do distinguish between these processes, but they do not or cannot 
measure different affinity constants for them [17-21], 
Multiple binding 
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Multiple binding is often responsible for site-site heterogeneity and cooperative 
phenomena in moleculemicrobe interactions. Multiple binding has also been considered for 
molecular systems, but frequently, this involves no more than 2:1 and on occasion, higher 
stoichiometrics [5, 22]. A given ligand can interact in several ways with a receptor. This is 
very common when dealing with organisms. Also the number and/or properties of binding 
sites may change with the number of bound ligand molecules [23]. In such cases, it will be 
difficult or impossible to determine the value of each binding constant, unless experimental 
conditions can be found that allow examination or isolation of a specific ligand-receptor 
system from other competing or interfering equilibria. 
Binding in free solution versus binding to a surface 
An alternative CE approach for obtaining binding constants was proposed in which 
the ligand is immobilized on the inner capillary surface [24]. This allowed the use of a very 
small amount of ligand, yet produced large interactions with the receptor. The drawbacks are 
evident: (i) immobilization may alter the binding properties of the ligand; (ii) the ligand 
concentration bound is not easily controlled; (iii) consequently, it is difficult and not practical 
to prepare a series of capillaries with variable concentrations, and (iv) capillary cleaning or 
regeneration is difficult and there are stability concerns [14, 24]. It should be pointed out that 
ligand immobilization as a monolayer on metallic surfaces allows the use of surface plasmon 
resonance (SPR) analyses with nanomolar amount of ligand [25-27], SPRcan perform both 
kinetics and binding measurements and can detect nM concentration changes. Its binding 
constant window is in the 104< ^ rl < 1012 M"1 range. 
Microbial systems 
Size and concentration 
To calculate a binding constant, /iRL, using Eq. (1), the concentrations of L, R and RL 
are needed. While there is usually no problem in knowing the concentration of the molecular 
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solute, the concentration of the microorganism is a different matter. The concentration unit 
most used by microbiologists is the number of cells per unit volume [28]. It must be pointed 
out that the use of this unit is dependent on the nature of the cell being studied. For example, 
bacteria, fungi or algae concentrations are expressed in the unit of cells/mL, but frequently, 
units of weight/mL are used for viruses. Also, it is important to stress the heterogeneity of 
microorganisms. Table 1 lists a broad range of different cells, from a relatively small virus to 
a large erythrocyte. The respective mass, volume, surface area and specific surface area are 
listed for each. There are seven orders of magnitude difference between both the mass and 
volume of a red blood cell and those of a polio virus and only five orders of magnitude 
difference between their respective surface areas. The right-hand columns of Table 1 give 
the interfacial area and the mass of the organisms contained in a 107 cell/mL solution and the 
number of cells and the interfacial area in a culture containing 1 flg/mL of cells. This clearly 
illustrates the concentration problem when dealing with microorganisms. A culture 
containing 107 cell/mL of Escherichia coli consists of 58 jLlg of bacteria having -160 mm2 of 
accessible surface, while a solution containing the same number of tobacco mosaic viruses 
has only 0.00069 jig (0.69 ng) of virus with an accessible surface of only 0.18 mm2. There 
are five orders of magnitude difference in mass and three orders of magnitude difference in 
interfacial areas. When the two solutions contain the same mass, 1 |ig/mL, of bacteria or 
viruses, the respective numbers of organisms are 170,000 bacteria and 77xl09 polio viruses 
per mL giving an interfacial area of 2.7 mm2 for the bacteria and 177 mm2 for the viruses 
(Table 1). There are almost six orders of magnitude difference in the number of organisms 
but only two orders of magnitude in their respective interfacial areas. Viruses may be 
sufficiently small that they can be treated as macromolecules. The molar (mol/L or M) unit 
can be used. For example, 1 (ig/mL of polio virus solution contains 7.7xl010 virus/mL. This 
solution contains 1.3x10™'° mole of virus per liter or 0.00013 jlM. A 1 g/L solution of polio 
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virus is 0.13 (J.M. The molecular mass of polio virus is about 7,800,000 Da. The mass of E. 
coli listed in Table 1 allows the calculation of its molecular mass that is 3.5x1012 Da or 
3,500xl09 g or 3.5 million tons per mole. A 1 g/L solution of E. coli contains only 1.7xl0n 
bacteria/L that would be 2.8x10M or in chemical terms. The two solutions, polio viruses 
and E. coli bacteria, with the same mass concentration, 1 g/L, are three orders of magnitude 
different when molarity is considered. The concentration of a living organism in aqueous 
solution is commonly estimated by visible spectrophotometry (at 670 nm) [29]. The apparent 
light absorption (or optical density) is mostly due to light scattering by the microbes. A 
calibration curve must be prepared using standards obtained with a counting device (Fig. 1). 
Another problem in working with living organisms is that their concentration can change 
without external intervention. Microbes or cells may die if the environment (running buffer) 
is too harsh. Dead cells can exhibit very different binding behavior with many molecules 
compared to live cells. They may release materials such as endotoxins that are part of the 
bacterial cell wall. The death of cells is not instant and thus in an unfavorable medium, the 
ratio dead/live cells increases with time. Oppositely, in a favorable environment, live cells 
may multiply. This process may be faster than thought: the bacterium Beneckea natriegens 
doubles its number in 9 min in favorable conditions [22]. Similarly, the number of E. coli can 
double in 20 min in a favorable growth medium which is, however, rarely the case for the 
buffer media used in CE. This problem can affect the accuracy and reproducibility of the 
results. Different results can be obtained if, e.g., the history of the sample, growing medium, 
growing time, delay since dilution with the buffer, and age of the cells, is not exactly the 
same. All of these factors must be controlled and/or accounted for during the course of an 
experiment. 
Types of molecule-microbe association 
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Thermodynamic binding constants cannot describe the multitude of different types of 
molecule-microbe interactions. However, the kinetics of the interaction is dependent on its 
type (surface versus internal interaction). 
Surface interactions 
One type of interaction between microorganisms and molecules is simple surface 
adsorption. The molecule associates with the external cell wall via hydrophobic, hydrophilic 
or electrostatic interactions. The surface area and surface properties of the microorganism 
will be the main parameters that controls this type of interaction. The microbial surface can 
have different properties in different places, so that only parts of the cell surface may adsorb 
the molecule. Additionally, different binding sites may occur for the same molecule [28]. A 
second type of surface interaction corresponds to strong and very often highly specific 
ligand-receptor binding. A typical example is the antigen-antibody interaction. The strong 
antigen-antibody binding is in fact due to the sum of a great number of weaker interactions 
between the ligand (antibody) and the receptor (antigen) that has a site matching the 
antibody's shape. The specificity of this interaction can be very high. Strong and specific 
surface binding is not always due to the sum of a large number of weak interactions, 
however. The strong binding of vancomycin to the C-terminal D-Ala-D-Ala group of the 
Grampositive bacterial cell wall is a good example. This binding constant was measured by 
SPR to be Krl = 7.7x10* M"1 [27]. 
Interactions resulting from molecular uptake 
Another class of interactions results from the incorporation of a molecule into the cell 
(absorption). Living organisms maintain themselves, reproduce, or die taking up molecules 
internally that are present in their vicinity: Solutes are taken up by microorganisms by four 
distinct processes: (i) passive diffusion, (ii) facilitated diffusion, (iii) active transport and (iv) 
group translocation [22, 28]. 
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Binding constant determination 
Computing a binding constant: the Scatchard plot 
Redefining [RL] as bound ligand or B, and [L] as free ligands or F, we can introduce 
Bmax as the maximum value for B or the total concentration of receptors for an organism. 
Then Bmax - B is [R], the concentration of receptors still available. Equation (2) can be 
rearranged as: 
B/F = (Bmax - B)/ Kd = KRL(Bmax - B) (3) 
Plotting the ratio of bound to free ligands, B/F, vs. the concentration of bound ligand, B, will 
yield a straight line with a slope of -l/KD or -KRL, the binding constant, and an intercept of 
Bmax ^LRL. Such plots are called Scatchard plots [30]. Several alternative linear forms were 
proposed [1, 2, 16]. However, all the alternative proposed equations are algebraically 
interchangeable, they all follow from the definition of the binding constant KRL (Eq. 2). CE 
can be used to determine the B and F concentrations. Unfortunately, very often several types 
of receptor binding sites with different affinities for the ligands are present. Also, the binding 
of one molecule to a receptor may decrease its affinity for binding subsequent ligand 
molecules. This is called "negative cooperativity" [31]. These situations produce concave 
Scatchard plots that do not allow one to distinguish between negative cooperativity and 
multiple binding sites. Kinetic experiments will be needed to differentiate these possibilities. 
Methods to obtain binding constants with CE 
The capability of CE to obtain binding constants for molecular receptor ligand 
interactions was recently reviewed by Busch, Kraak and Poppe [2, 15, 16, 32] and Rundlett 
and Armstrong [1, 33]. At least five methods were described. They will just be briefly 
outlined here. 
Hummel-Dreyer method 
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The Hummel-Dreyer approach uses a sample consisting of receptor and ligand 
molecules and a buffer containing a ligand additive at the same concentration as in the 
sample. Practically, an internal calibration is often performed. The ligand molecule is 
dissolved in the run buffer at a concentration [L] = Fbuffer. The receptor is dissolved in the run 
buffer at a concentration Bmax and injected in a small plug in the capillary. Doing such 
experiment at different Fbllffer concentrations allows construction of a Scatchard plot [15, 16]. 
Affinity capillary electrophoresis method (ACE) 
The ACE method is similar to the Hummel-Dreyer method but the electrophoretic 
mobilities are monitored rather than the peak areas and usually the sample contains only the 
receptor molecule. Asmall plug of sample plus an electroosmotic flow (EOF) marker (e.g., 
mesityl oxide) dissolved in the running buffer is injected in the capillary filled with running 
buffer plus a known concentration of ligand molecules. It is assumed that the electrophoretic 
mobilities of the cells with, jj,Bmax, or without bound ligands, |l0, are sufficiently different. 
Then, the experimental electrophoretic mobility of the cell peak, jig, will move between the 
two extreme values |l0 and (lemax as: 
JJ.B = (1 - a) go + «M-Bmax (4) 
where a is the ratio of the concentration of receptor with bound ligand over the total 
concentration of receptor in the injected plug (a = B/Bmax). F is the concentration of ligand in 
the running buffer, giving one point of the Scatchard plot. The same receptor + EOF, marker 
solution is injected in the capillary containing increasing ligand concentrations, F, allowing 
to make the full plot. ACE was recently thoroughly reviewed [34]. 
The vacancy ACE method 
The capillary is filled with buffer containing both the receptor and the ligand 
molecules. The concentration of the receptor is kept constant and the concentration of the 
ligand is varied. A plug of empty buffer is injected. Two negative peaks are obtained on the 
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electropherograms. One is due to a vacancy of receptor-ligand complex, and the second one 
is due to a vacancy in ligand concentration. The migration times of the peaks depend on the 
receptor and ligand concentrations. The electrophoretic mobility of the receptor in presence 
of the ligand, |1B, allows to estimate the binding constant, KRL, using [16, 33]: 
M-B = M-o ((-tBmax — Ho) ^RL F/(l + F) (5) 
where [l0 is the electrophoretic mobility of the receptor in the absence of ligand, |lBmax 
is the mobility of the receptor completely bound with ligands and F is the free ligand 
concentration. 
Other methods 
In the frontal analysis method, known concentrations of receptor and the studied 
ligand are mixed together with the CE running buffer and a large plug is injected into the 
capillary containing the buffer. It is assumed that (i) the free and bound receptor have the 
same electrophoretic mobility and that (ii) the free ligand molecules have a very different 
electrophoretic mobility. Then, the free ligand molecules will leak out of the injected plug 
forming a second plateau whose height gives F. Varying the concentrations in the large 
injected plugs allows to construct a Scatchard plot. The partial-filling technique consists in 
partially filling the CE capillary with the ligand solution and injecting a plug of receptor 
molecules. Both the receptors and the ligand move when the voltage is applied. Equilibrium 
between the receptors and the ligand molecules occurs as the receptor molecules move 
through the ligand zone [7, 8]. An EOF marker and a noninteracting standard are added to the 
receptor sample. They allow calculating the B and F concentrations needed to make a 
Scatchard plot from the data obtained at different ligand concentrations [1,3, 33]. As already 
mentioned, very often the ligands bind to a cell so strongly that the dissociation kinetics is 
extremely slow. In such conditions, CE can be used to separate the free ligand molecules 
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from the free cells and the cell-ligand complex. External calibration curves will give the B 
and F concentration needed to make a Scatchard plot [1, 33]. 
CE for ligand-biological receptor binding constant determinations 
CE and binding constants to small biological materials or entities 
Protein-drug binding constants 
Interactions of drugs with proteins were first studied by HPLC and especially size-
exclusion chromatography [35]. Such studies are now almost routine. A recent review lists 
161 references on the use of CE and LC methods for the determination of drug-protein 
binding constants [3]. ACE was found most useful for this type of study [36]. These studies 
are also useful for understanding cell-molecule interactions. The cell wall of bacteria 
contains apolar structures of phospholipids or lipopolysaccharides and more polar proteins 
that may be the binding sites for specific ligands. 
Cell fragments-ligand binding constants 
Several studies used CE to determine the binding constant of ligands with cell 
fragments. The binding of vancomycin to cytoplasmic peptidoglycan was done by ACE in 
order to understand bacterial resistance to this antibiotic [37]. A patent was filed for the 
screening for affinity ligands with cell fragments using the partial filling CE method [38]. 
Virus-ligand binding 
Knowledge of the binding behavior of a possible drug to the target virus gives one an 
idea of the drug potential activity. ACE was used by Kenndler and co-workers [39-41] to 
study the binding of monoclonal antibodies and other biomolecules with the common cold 
viruses. In all cases, the virus sample was incubated with various concentrations of receptor 
molecules for 1 h at room temperature before CE analysis. The different electropherograms 
were used to determine the stoichiometry of the complex. It was found that the human 
rhino virus 2 (HRV2)-VLDLR (very-low-density lipoprotein receptor) complex stoichiometry 
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was 1:60 [41]. It was also found that the reproducibility of the analyses was low. To stabilize 
the migration of the viruses, lOmM SDS was added to the run buffer. CE was used to 
demonstrate that SDS was not dissociating the virus-receptor complex. Electrophoresis was 
performed for a time long enough to separate the complex from the free receptor, then the 
voltage was turned off for increasing amounts of time, in the presence of SDS. Resuming the 
voltage produced the migration of identical complex peaks demonstrating that the complex 
did not decompose in the presence of SDS [39]. In the case of the HRV2-VLDLR complex, 
CE allowed estimation of the binding constant to be between 1.3 and 3.3x10* [40]. In other 
studies CE allowed a determination of the binding constant of DNA-based drugs and the 
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1) virus envelope [41]. A binding constant of the order 
of 109 M ' was obtained by CE using laser-induced fluorescence detection [42]. 
Bacteria-ligand binding 
Total binding versus nonbinding dyes 
In recent work, we showed that CE could be used to determine cell viability through 
total binding or nonbinding of dyes [43]. This study could not be done unless there is a very 
strong, selective and discriminative binding of certain molecules to bacteria. The 
LIVE/DEAD BacLight Bacterial Viability kit, sold by Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR, USA) 
contains two dyes: propidium iodide and SYTO-9 (Fig. 2). Propidium iodide is a red 
fluorescent positively charged dye that binds to cell nucleic acids (RNA and DNA). It is 
excluded from live cells, but it can penetrate the membrane of dead cells and bind to the dead 
cell RNA and DNA. Upon binding, its fluorescence is enhanced 40 times rendering the dead 
cell a fluorescent red color. The binding constant of propidium iodide to live cells is zero, but 
it binds very strongly (possibly irreversibly) to dead cells. SYTO-9 is another positively 
charged dye that can penetrate the membrane of dead or live cells to bind to RNA and DNA. 
Its green fluorescence is enhanced 1000 times upon nucleic acid binding. However, its 
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fluorescence is quenched by propidium iodide. So, when a bacterial medium is submitted to 
both dyes, the live cells fluoresce with a bright green color and the dead cells show a red 
color [43]. CE was not used to measure the binding constants of the dyes. However, it was 
shown that the binding constant of propidium iodide is nil with live cells and very high for 
dead cells. The binding constant of SYTO-9 is very high for both live and dead cells. Also, 
the dissociation rate of both bound dyes is slow relative to the CE experiment time scale. It 
is important to point out that when total binding occurs and there are multiple binding sites, 
the relative concentrations of ligand to receptor must be taken into account. In our recent 
work, it was demonstrated that if there is not enough dye to bind to all sites in all bacteria 
there can be unequally stained and occasionally even unstained bacteria [43]. Figure 3 shows 
a saturation curve of the peak area of green fluorescence with increasing concentration of 
SYTO-9 dye added to a 107 cell/mL Lactobacillus acidophilus solution. Saturation occurs at 
around 1 JI.M dye concentration. Thus, we can estimate using the CE experiments that 
approximately 60 million SYTO-9 molecules can bind to the RNA_DNA material of a single 
L. acidophilus cell. CE is a very useful tool in the determination of species concentrations 
when there is no binding or total binding. In the first case, the receptor and ligand can be 
separated and quantified since no reaction occurs between them. When total binding occurs, 
CE can separate the complex from the unreacted excess ligands and give the concentrations 
that will allow analysis via a Scatchard plot or analogous plotting procedure. Also, as shown 
in Fig. 3, CE can be very useful for doing saturation-binding studies and estimating unusual 
stoichiometries. 
Binding of Lucifer yellow to Bifidobacterium infantis 
Just as it is important in routine CE to have an EOF marker, it is important for 
microbial CE to have a marker molecule that shows no binding to microbes. Such a molecule 
is more difficult to find than may be thought. Microbes tend to uptake many things. Lucifer 
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yellow (Fig. 2) is a negatively charged, polar dye extensively used in neuronal morphology 
studies. It is able to covalently link to aldehyde groups through its carbohydrazide group 
(Fig. 2). This polar dye does not penetrate membranes or cell walls. Microinjection, scape 
loading, ATP induced permeabilization and/or osmotic shock are used to load it into cells 
[44]. Its binding ability to Bifidobacterium infantis should be extremely weak or nonexistent. 
If so, it will be a useful CE standard and example of a nonbinding molecule (to cells). It was 
studied using ACE. A Beckman P/ACE 5000 (Fullerton, CA, USA) capillary electrophoresis 
apparatus was used with a 27 cm, 100 jutm silica capillary (20 cm to the detector). The 
running buffer was 0.689 mM citric acid + 2.1 mM Tris buffer, pH 6.83, the run voltage was 
5 kV (2.3 pA current). Figure 4 (top) shows the electopherogram of Lucifer yellow in the run 
buffer. Its electrophoretic mobility was calculated to be -25.5 + 0.6cm2kV_1min_1. Figure 4 
(bottom) shows the electropherogram obtained in the same conditions but with ~ 4xl07 B. 
infantis cells added per mL of run buffer. The cell concentration was estimated using the 670 
nm light absorbance and the calibration curve (Fig. 1). The Lucifer yellow retention time 
increases from ~5 min to ~8 min because the EOF is decreased by the presence of cells. The 
Lucifer yellow peak has a front distorted shape because it bears two negative charges and the 
ionic strength of the buffer used is low. The baseline shows numerous spikes that are due to 
cells present in the run buffer passing through the UV detector and producing light (Mei) 
scattering. It was previously shown that cells tend to aggregate under specific conditions 
when submitted to a strong electric field. This property was used to separate microbes by CE, 
adding small amounts of nonionic polymer in the running buffer [29, 43]. The electrophoretic 
mobility of Lucifer yellow in the presence of different concentrations of B. infantis cells was 
-25.6 + 0.5 cm2kV~1min"1. This value is not significantly different from that found in pure 
buffer. Like propidium iodide, Lucifer yellow does not bind to live B. infantis cells, i.e., KR\ 
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= 0. However, unlike propidium iodide, Lucifer yellow also does not bind to dead cells under 
the conditions of these experiments. 
Binding of vancomycin to B. infantis 
Using the same experimental setup as above (Section 5.2.2), the binding of 
vancomycin to B. infantis was studied using ACE. Since B. infantis is a Gram-positive 
bacterium, it is expected that vancomycin, an antibiotic active on such bacteria, will bind to 
it. Figure 5 (top) shows an electropherogram of vancomycin (1 s injection of a 1.0 mg/mL 
solution in running buffer 0.34 mM citrate + 1.05 mM Tris, pH 6.8). The vancomycin 
electrophoretic mobility is 4.3 + 0.5 cnrkV'min™1. It elutes before the neutral mesityl oxide 
EOF marker. Next, the capillary is rinsed and filled with the same running buffer containing 
increasing amounts of cells. Electropherograms such as the ones shown in Fig. 5 are 
obtained. The EOF decreases as more cells are added (Table 2). The electrophoretic mobility 
of vancomycin also decreases and peak shifts are obtained. With a significant cell 
concentration in the running buffer, van- comycin migrates after the neutral EOF marker 
(Fig. 5, bottom). Table 2 lists the experimental data from the Fig. 5 experiments. It should be 
noted that it is not possible to have a large excess of receptor particles (i.e., bacteria) in the 
run buffer compared to the ligand molecules. Those are the experimental conditions that are 
necessary when determining molecular association constants unless alternative mathematical 
treatments are used to calculate the binding constants [45]. However, each bacterium may 
have a large number of independent binding sites. Given these circumstances, it was 
surprising to obtain a linear Scatchard plot for the vancomycin-bacteria experiment. The 
apparent vancomycin-bacterium binding constant determined from this linear plot was KRL = 
l.lxlO13 M™1. These experimental results were confirmed by repeating the whole set of 
experiments with other batches of B. infantis cells. The average apparent vancomycin 
binding constant value is 1.0 + O.lxlO13 M_1. The reproducibility of the results is acceptable 
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only when the measurements are all done the same day diluting the same batch of bacteria. 
The value of the binding constant between vancomycin and a single lipopolysaccharide 
bearing the D-Ala-D-Ala terminal group isolated from the bacterial wall was given recently 
(%RL = 9.1xl05 NT1) [18]. This value is 1.2xl07 times smaller than the value we obtained for 
the whole bacteria. It is likely that a single bacterium has a very large number (possibly 
millions) of D-Ala-D-Ala sites to which vancomycin can bind. 
Conclusion 
CE is a useful technique that can be used to quickly distinguish between high-binding 
or nonbinding behavior between a wide range of ligands and receptors, including organisms 
such as viruses or microbial cells. If the dissociation rate constant is slow enough, CE can 
separate bound receptors from unbound and give peak areas that allow one to make 
Scatchard-type plots. The typical time scale of a CE separation is in the order of a few 
minutes, which allows a large number of samples to be examined. Using new multiplexed 
capillary array [46], true high throughput analyses can be done. As shown, CE also can be 
used to determine binding saturation behavior and complex stoichiometrics. The 
determination of intermediate range binding constants can be more complex for cells than for 
molecules. Cells may die or aggregate because of the running buffer composition or the 
electric field. Cell death produces chemical changes in membrane permeability or leakage of 
cell material that will produce changes in the molecular binding constant studied. Such 
changes can occur during the CE run or explain the difficult reproducibility of the results. 
Viruses may be somewhat easier to evaluate than bacteria. The simple reason is that viruses 
are much smaller and less complex. With their molecular weight in the 107-108 range, they 
sometimes can be treated as macromolecules. This is usually not the case with bacteria and 
other larger microorganisms. CE has proved to be a valuable technique in the field of binding 
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studies with biological materials. However, additional work is needed to fully control and 
understand the behavior of cells in a CE system. 
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Table 1. 
Size, surface area, volume and mass of selected living organisms 
One cell 10? Cell/mL 1 #'ml_ 
Size* Volume Surface Mass Specific Surface Mass Interfacial 
surface Number area 
Organism (nm) (pLS •m-. (Q) (ntfgi (lïliïfl (mg) of entities (rwirl 
Polio virus 27 i.o * 1er® 23 x 10 ^ 1.3* 10* ^  176 0.C23 1.3 107 7.7x10"* 176 
Tobacco mosaic 15 x 300 5.3 X 10 1.4 x 10-« 6.9 x 10-T 203 0.14 6.9x10-' 1.5x10''* 203 
vims 
Bacteriophage T2 65 x 90 3.0 X 10-7 1.9 x 10-« 3.6% 10-^ 52 0.19 3.6 • 10 2.8x10'» 52 
Influenza virus 85 3.2 *• 10 7 2.3 x 10"" 4.2 * irti 55 0.23 4.2 10 2.4 10 55 
Poxvirus 230x320 1.3 - 10" 2.3 y 10"^ 1.6 x 10"" 14 2.3 1.6 x 10"3 6.4 10 7 14.7 
Rickettsia; 475 5.6 x 10 ' 7.1 * 1CrQ 6.2 >; 10~y 11 7.1 6.2 - 10 ' 1.6 x 10*7 11.5 
£ cot 13QÛx 4000 0.0053 1.6 x m15 5.8 x 10"® 2.74 160 0.0533 1 . 7 x 1 0 '  2.7 
Red blood eel I 7Û0Q 0.18 1.5 x 10'16 2,0x10-^ 0.76 1500 1.98 5100 0.8 
ai D iameter of the spherical particle or diameter x length for oblong or cylindrical organisms. 
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Table 2. 
Experimental data for a vancomydn-Sfidobscterfum mfsntis binding study using ACE 
CelI concentration Migration time (mini Electrophoretic mobility Regression study 
(cm2l# min ^ 
celt'mL M Mesial oxide Vancomycin EOF Vancomycin Parameter Value 
0 0 2.50 2.27 43.2 4.3 slope -1 0 - 10 ukV min cm-- w 
4 0 10 6.6 » 10"15 2.46 2.27 44.0 3.7 intercept -0.11 kV min cm2 
1,3 x 10' 2,2 * m" 2.48 2.34 43,6 2.6 r 0,9992 
6.7 x 10' 1,1 X 10- 1 3  2.78 Z85 38,8 -1.0 
1.8% 10s 3.0 x  2.92 3.20 36.9 -3.3 K«i 1.1 y 10'ar' 
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Figure 1. 
20000 4MOOO 6HOMC- «POMP !OOHW '20COH 
cell number per uL 
Calibration curve used to estimate cell concentration in a sample. The squares were obtained 
counting cells using a Artek electronic cell counter and measuring the optical density with a 
Hitachi U-2000 spectrophotometer at 670 nm. 
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Figure 2. 
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Lucifer Yellow (poiaasium s&h) Propidium diiodide 
SYTO 9 (iodide sali) CH 
The molecular structure of dyes used in biological studies. 
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Figure 3. 
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Microbe (L. acidophilus) saturation curve for SYTO-9 green fluorescent dye. The cell 
concentrationwas 107 cells/mL. Peak area obtained by LIF detection at 520 nm (Xex = 488 
nm); data taken from [43]. 
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Figure 4. 
no cell 
H«< = 5S2cm%V'1mirv1 
4x1047 cells/mL 
-
l>l Uk. 
4 6 8 
migration time (min) 
10 
Electropherogram of Lucifer yellow. 27 cm, 100 _m fused-silica capillary, 20 cm to the 
detector (UV254 nm); 5 kV; 1 s pressure injection of mesityl oxide (first peak, EOF marker) 
and Lucifer yellow, 0.689 mM citric acid + 2.1 mM Tris buffer, pH 6.83. Top: no cell added. 
Bottom: 4xl07 cells/mL B. infantis added to the buffer. 
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Figure 5. 
no cell 
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JJLW.#)jLLUwJV 'U UJJ 
Electropherograms of vancomycin. 1 s pressure injection of mesityl oxide +1.0 mg/mL 
vancomycin in 0.34mM citrate + 1.05mM tris buffer, pH 6.8; other conditions, see Fig. 4. 
Data in Table 2. B. infantis cells added to the run buffer. Electroosmotic mobility indicated. 
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CHAPTER 3. MECHANISTIC ASPECTS IN THE GENERATION OF 
APPARENT ULTRAHIGH EFFICIENCIES FOR COLLOIDAL 
(MICROBIAL) ELECTROKINETIC SEPARATIONS 
A paper published in Analytical Chemistry 
Daniel W. Armstrong, Marco Girod, Lingfeng He, 
Michael A. Rodriguez, Wei Wei, Jinjian Zheng, and Edward S. Yeung 
Abstract 
Under specific experimental conditions, the electrokinetic separation of certain 
microorganisms can produce peaks of very high apparent efficiencies (~106-10m theoretical 
plates/m). This is unusual in that no deliberate focusing mechanism was employed. To 
investigate this process further, the separation was monitored in real time using a charge-
coupled device (CCD) imaging system. At least two different processes seem to be operative 
when these narrow peaks are observed. The initial field-induced association of cells appears 
to require a dilute polymer solution, electroosmotic flow (preferably countercurrent to the 
direction of cell electrophoresis), and a direct current electric field. Three possible models are 
presented that may explain aspects of the observed behavior. The balance between dispersive 
forces and intercellular adhesive forces also affects the observed bandwidths. Understanding 
and controlling the dynamic and aggregation of cells in microfluidic processes is essential, 
since it can be beneficial for some experiments and detrimental to others. 
Introduction 
Since the initial development of electrophoresis, it has been known that colloidal 
particles will move in a direct current electric field.1 Hjertén and co-workers showed that 
microorganisms were no exception.2'3 In addition, they and other groups used isoelectric 
focusing to evaluate the surface charge characteristics of bacteria.4"6 The electrokinetic 
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movement of colloids and microorganisms in capillary and other microfluidic systems has 
been demonstrated as well.7"10 However, the differential migration and efficient separation of 
microorganisms from one another proved to be problematic.11'12 Recently, both capillary 
electrophoresis (CE) and capillary isoelectric focusing (CIEF) have been used to rapidly 
analyze and characterize bacteria, fungi, and virus.13"21 
One of the most effective and interesting experimental approaches, which proved to 
be essential for the first high-efficiency microbial separations, involved the use of dilute 
solutions of certain hydrophilic polymers.16 Generally, the molecular weight, and particularly 
the concentration of the polymer additive, is far below the tangled polymer level that is used 
for polynucleotide electrokinetic separations.16 Proper use of the running buffer additives 
improved the efficiency of microbial separation by several orders of magnitude (up to ~106 
theoretical plates). Essentially, the electropherograms of microbes could be transformed from 
broad peaks (usually containing a series of spikes resulting from scattered light from the 
colloidal size particles) that eluted near the electroosmotic flow, into sharp, symmetrical 
peaks. Further, the migration time (mobility) and selectivity could be controlled by varying 
the concentration and nature of the polymer, the pH, and the electrolyte composition of the 
running buffer.16 In an effort to better understand the action of the polymeric additive on 
these separations, we began a systematic study of its effect on colloidal separations. This 
study is ongoing and involves the use of conventional CE units as well as a special system 
that contains a charge-coupled device (CCD) imaging system.22,23 The CCD system permits 
the visualization and recording of the separation process. In the course of this study, it was 
found that apparent efficiencies on the order of tens of millions (107) to over a billion (109) or 
more theoretical plates per meter could be obtained in some cases. This can be possible only 
with some type of focusing or compaction of the injected sample and if the normal band 
broadening is largely decreased or eliminated. Yet, no deliberate or known method of 
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focusing or stacking was utilized. An examination of the processes that give rise to such 
apparent ultrahigh efficiencies is undertaken in this work 
Materials and Methods 
Materials 
Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (TRIS), boric acid, disodium 
ethylenediaminetetraacetate (EDTA), poly(ethylene) oxide (PEO; Mn = 600 000), and 
coumarin 334 were purchased from Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI). Yeast extract, peptone, and 
nutrient broth were obtained from Difco Laboratories (Franklin Lakes, NJ). Dextrose was a 
product of J. T. Baker Chemical Co. (Phillipsburg, NJ). LIVE/DEAD BacLight bacterial 
viability and LIVE/DEAD yeast viability kits were purchased from Molecular Probes, Inc. 
(Eugene, OR). A LIVE/DEAD BacLight bacterial viability kit consists of SYTO 9 green 
fluorescent nucleic acid stain (3.34 mM) and red fluorescent nucleic acid stain, propidium 
iodide (20 mM). Both were dissolved separately in DMSO. FluoSpheres sulfate microspheres 
is supplied as an aqueous suspension containing 2% solids. The beads are excited very 
efficiently using the 488-nm spectral line of the argon ion laser and have exceptionally 
intense fluorescence, with an emission maximum at 515 nm. All reagents were directly used 
without further purification. Diluted TBE buffer containing 0.025% PEO was prepared 
according to the procedure described previously.21 
Uncoated fused-silica capillaries with 75-jim i.d. and 100-|i,m i.d. were purchased 
from Polymicro Technologies, Inc. (Phoenix, AZ). A band-pass filter of 520 ± 20 nm was 
obtained from Beckman Coulter, Inc. (Fullerton, CA). Glycerin was purchased from Fisher 
Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA). Methyl cellulose (Mw = 86 000) was obtained from Aldrich 
(Milwaukee, WI). Experiments in the absence of EOF were performed using methyl 
cellulose-coated capillaries.24 
Methods. 
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Capillary Electrophoresis. The CE separations were performed on a Beckman 
Coulter P/ACE MDQ capillary electrophoresis system equipped with a 488-nm laser-induced 
fluorescence (LIE) detector. The capillary used for CE separation was 30 cm in length (20 cm 
to detection window) with a 100-fJ.m i.d. When a capillary was first used, it was rinsed for 0.5 
min with water, 5 min with 1 N NaOH, and 0.5 min with water. Approximately six 
preliminary runs should be made in order to obtain reproducible electropherograms. Prior to 
each injection, the capillary was washed for 0.5 min with water, 0.2 min with 1 N NaOH, and 
0.5 min with water, followed by 2 min with running buffer. The contents of both the inlet vial 
and the outlet vial were changed between each run. Coumarin 334 was used as EOF marker 
for LIF detector. The Beckman P/ACE system 2100 was used for UV detection. The 
capillary length was 20 cm effective length and 27 cm total length. Inner diameter was 100 
Jim. 
Bifidobacterium infantis and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (baker's yeast) were the two 
microorganisms used in this study. B. infantis was cultured from the powder of a dietary 
supplement Solaray brand BabyLife (Solaray, Inc., Park City, UT). Baker's yeast purchased 
as freeze-dried cells from Wal-Mart was a product of Hodgson Mill, Inc. (Effingham, IL). 
Microbial samples for all experiments were prepared according to the procedure described 
previously.21 For some experiments, Baker's yeast was fixed (killed) at 70 û C overnight. This 
specific procedure was used because it was found that yeast fixed in this manner had a much 
greater CE migration time. All samples were suspended in the desired running buffer. 
Samples were injected at 0.5 psi for 5-10 s. Separations were performed at 10 kV and at a 
temperature of 259C. The fluorescent light from samples was monitored with an LIF 
detector, which was equipped with a 520 ± 20-nm band-pass filter. Data were collected by 
P/ACE system MDQ software. 
Experiments to observe the migration behavior of the microorganisms were 
performed with homemade CE equipment. A high-voltage power supply model 
PS/MJ30P0400-11 (Glassmann High Voltage, Inc., Whitehouse Station, NJ) was used to 
apply high voltage. The total length of the fused-silica capillary (Polymicro Technologies, 
Phoenix, AZ) was 36 cm (with a 6-in. initial detection window, and 30 cm to the outlet end). 
The inner diameter was 100 |im, and the outer diameter, 0.365 mm. The detection window 
was arranged in a horizontal direction. Hydrodynamic injection (siphoning) was carried out 
using a 3-cm height difference between the inlet and the outlet ends of the capillary. After 
injection, the sample plug was pushed hydrodynamically with running buffer into the 6-cm 
detection window. When the sample was introduced into the illuminated detection window, 
the height difference was removed, and the voltage was applied. 
A new capillary was rinsed for 5 min with 1 N NaOH and for 5 min with running 
buffer. Between runs, the capillary was rinsed for 1 min with 1 N NaOH and for 1 min with 
running buffer. The running buffer was changed after every run. After the last run of the day, 
the capillary was flushed for 1 min with 1 N NaOH, for 1 min with distilled water, and 
finally, for 3 min with air. The capillary was then stored overnight in air. 
The optical setup for charge-coupled device (CCD) imaging was similar to that 
reported by Preisler and Yeung.22 A 488-nm, 20 mW argon ion laser beam (model Innova 90, 
Coherent, Palo Alto, CA) was used to produce the excitation wavelength. The 488-nm argon 
ion laser beam was focused by two 5-cm focal length cylindrical lenses and was expanded to 
10 cm upon the detection window in a horizontal direction. The outer protective polyimide 
coating of the capillary was removed from a 10-cm segment in order to fabricate a laser-
light-transparent detection window. Data collection was carried out using a CCD camera 
(Photometries, Tucson, AZ). The images were captured using a 28-mm Nikon camera lens 
and were recorded using the software V for Windows, Precision Digital Imaging System, 
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Version 3.5r +PVCAM (Digital Optics Ltd., Auckland, New Zealand). A 525-nm-long pass 
filter was used to eliminate the scattered light before it could enter the CCD camera. The data 
were analyzed using the software Winview, 32 version 2.4.6.6 (Roper Scientific, Inc.). The 
whole separation process was recorded continuously as a real-time video (50 captured 
pictures/min). 
A second device was used to examine the orientation and behavior of individual cells 
and small groups of cells. This is the same as that reported by Zheng and Yeung.25 A 
Pentamax 512-EFT/1EIA intensified-CCD camera (ICCD, Princeton Instruments, Princeton, 
NJ) was mounted on top of a Zeiss Axioskop upright microscope. The programmable 
function generator was also from Princeton (PG-200). The digitization rate of the camera was 
5 MHz (12 bits) with the software controller gain set at 3 and the hardware intensifier gain 
set at 750 V. The camera was operated in the external synchronization mode with the 
intensifier disabled-open, and was also used in the frame-transfer mode. 
A 488-nm argon ion laser (Uniphase, San Jose, CA) was used as the excitation beam. 
Unless specified, the laser power was set at 5 mW. The laser beam was refracted by an 
equilateral dispersing prism and transmitted through an optical pinhole to eliminate 
extraneous light and plasma lines from the laser. A Uniblitz mechanical shutter (model 
LS2Z2, Vincent Associates, Rochester, NY) was used to block the laser beam when the 
camera was off to reduce photobleaching. The shutter was controlled by a model T132 
shutter driver (Vincent Associates). The ICCD camera was synchronized by connecting the 
"sync output" in the shutter driver to the "ext sync" in the ICCD. The "logic out" in the ICCD 
was connected to the "shutter in" in the PG-200 to shut off the intensifier during the read-out 
cycle of the ICCD. The sampling frequency was 10 Hz, with the shutter driver set to 10-ms 
exposure and 90-ms delay unless specified. After the mechanical shutter, the laser beam was 
refined with a pinhole again and then expanded by 2 well-positioned convex lenses, which 
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served as a beam expander. The expanded beam was then focused into the capillary at a 
normal angle as a thin sheet with a cylindrical lens (focal length, 15 mm; Oriel, Stratford, 
CT). With this excitation mode, only molecules inside the laser focusing plane (about 5 M 
thick) could be excited and detected. It is worth noting that the mirror M5, the cylindrical 
lens, and the capillary were fixed to the stage of the microscope so that the focus would not 
change when the capillary was moved up and down under the microscope. Fluorescence from 
single molecules was collected by a Zeiss 2CU/0.75 NA plan Apochromat microscope 
objective lens. Two 488-nm holographic notch filters (Kaiser Optical, Ann Arbor, MI; 
HNFP) with optical density of >6 were placed between the objective lens and the ICCD to 
cut off the scattering from the excitation beam. Data acquisition was through the WinView 
software provided by Princeton Instruments. 
All investigated microorganisms were suspended in different concentrations of PEO 
(0, 0.0125, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0%) dissolved in TBE buffer (3.94 mM 
TRIS/0.56 mM boric acid/0.013 mM EDTA). Without high voltage, none of the 
microorganisms showed significant agglomeration after 0, 1,2, 5, 10, and 24 h under a light 
microscope (Micromaster Pittsburgh, PA). 
Results and Discussion 
Figure 1 shows three electropherograms. The top electropherogram (Figure 1A) is of 
B. infantis when no dilute polymer was added to the running buffer. There is a broad peak 
near and extending to just after the EOF marker. All of the microorganisms that we have 
studied under these conditions gave similar profiles. Adding a very small amount of PEO to 
the running buffer but keeping all other conditions the same produced electropherograms IB 
(for B. infantis) and 1C (for fixed S. cerevisiae), which have apparent efficiencies of ~6 x 108 
and ~109 theoretical plates, respectively. Several things are apparent from these 
electropherograms. First and foremost, it is obvious that dilute solutions of PEO substantially 
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increase the migration times and separation efficiencies of microorganisms in these 
microfluidic systems. The effect of an increasing concentration of PEO in the run buffer is 
indicated by the data in Table 1. Second, the increase in migration time seems to be much 
more than can be accounted for by the very slight increase in viscosity of the running buffer 
and the slight change in EOF from wall effects due to the presence of PEO. Third, the 
apparent efficiencies obtained can be substantially higher than those observed for the CE of 
molecules under analogous conditions. Indeed, the peak widths are much narrower than the 
injected sample bands, and no band broadening with increasing migration time is observed. 
Traditionally, the compression of sample bands can be accomplished by various focusing 
techniques " "" or by well-known stacking procedures. "' ~ None of these experimental 
manipulations was used in this work (Figure 1) or in previously reported polymer-mediated 
microbial separations.16"18-20'21'34 The same composition solution was used as both the running 
buffer and the sample matrix (see Experimental Section). One possible explanation is that 
low levels of PEO polymer induce the microbial sample to aggregate or precipitate. 
However, microscopic examination and comparison of static microbial solutions with and 
without the PEO additive (with all other conditions the same) indicated that no significant 
aggregation occurred over a period of 24 h in the absence of a direct current electric field 
(see Experimental Section). In fact, the dilute PEO seemed to have the opposite effect in that 
it stabilized the dispersion of the microbes. The increased stability of the dilute-polymer 
containing solutions may be due to the slightly higher viscosities and steric repulsion of the 
polymer chains in particle-particle interactions. This latter effect has been observed in other 
colloidal systems.35'36 
The possible effects of viscosity and the EOF on the CE behavior of microorganisms 
were examined. Representative results are shown in Table 1 and Figure 2. Figure 2A is a 
typical PEO-mediated high-efficiency electropherogram of B. infantis. If the PEO in the run 
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buffer and sample matrix is replaced with sufficient glycerol to obtain an isoviscous solution, 
the electropherogram shown in Figure 2B is obtained. Note that the EOF times in Figure 2A 
and B are 2.2 and 2.1 min, respectively. No peak focusing or compression is observed with 
the equally viscous glycerol solution. The microbial band is spread between -3.2 and 6 min 
in Figure 2B. The individual spikes within this band are from Mei scattering of the colloidal 
particles and are also seen in Figure 1A. It is apparent that any movement of the sample that 
causes the microbes to contact one another, such as their electrophoretic movement, 
movement due to the EOF, or even Brownian motion, can cause the formation of small 
aggregates (as indicated by the larger "spikes"). However, the overall sample zone shows no 
compression or compaction. In addition, the average migration time of B. infantis is much 
greater with the dilute PEO (Figure 2A) than with an isoviscous glycerol run buffer (Figure 
2B). The increased viscosity of the glycerol solution decreased the EOF (Figure 2B vs Figure 
1A), but appeared to play no role in focusing or compressing the injected microbe sample. 
Neither can the slightly increased viscosity of the PEO solutions explain the substantially 
increased migration times of the focused microbial analytes (Figures IB, 1C, and 2A and 
Table 1). If a coated capillary is used (in order to eliminate the EOF) in a CE experiment, no 
microbe peaks are observed. This is because the microbes studied are negatively charged at 
pHs > 8.0, and travel toward the anode. Reversing the polarity allows detection of the 
microbes when using a coated capillary. Figure 2C and D shows the reversed polarity 
electropherograms of B. infantis using a methyl cellulose-coated capillary. No focusing or 
compaction of the injected microbes was observed either with (Figure 2C) or without (Figure 
2D) added PEO. The only differences in these electropherograms was the decreased mobility 
and increased band broadening of the microbial analyte band when PEO was present (Figure 
2C). Note that the sample zone width in Figure 2D (without PEO additive) is between 1 and 
2 min, but with the PEO polymer (Figure 2C), the sample zone was spread between 1 and 6 
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min. Once again, the sharp "spikes" within this band are from Mei-scattering of small 
aggregates. 
From the aforementioned results, it appears that at least three experimental conditions 
are needed to obtain a focused microbial band: (a) a dilute polymer additive, (b) a direct 
current electric field, and (c) electroosmotic flow in a direction countercurrent to the charged 
colloidal particles. If any one of these parameters is negated, no compaction or focusing 
seems to occur, although random or localized aggregation throughout the sample zone can 
occur. Undoubtedly, there are other factors involving the nature of the microbial colloid that 
must be considered, as well. These will be discussed subsequently. In addition, if the 
dispersion of a peak is invariant under certain conditions and independent of migration time, 
then additional deductions can be made, including (a) almost any efficiency can be obtained 
by judicious control of migration times and (b) the total variance of this particular system is 
not adequately described by equations derived for molecules such as that shown below. 
where a2j is the total variance of the system, and the following additive variances are due to 
longitudinal diffusion (dif), injection zone width (inj), joule heating (temp), wall adsorption 
(ads), detector volume (det), and electrodispersion (elec), respectively. Since normal 
molecular processes do not appear to be operative under certain conditions for this colloidal 
system, it was necessary to find a way to evaluate what was occurring. 
A CE separation can be continuously monitored by using a CCD device after 
illumination with an expanded argon ion laser beam (see Experimental Section).22 The 
separation for any fluorescent analyte is recorded as a moving picture. Figure 3 shows 
specific segments of the initial process for B. infantis in the first 6 cm of the capillary. 
The injection plug is easily visualized because as it fills nearly 2 cm of the capillary at 
time = 0 (Figure 3, top). After 74 s, the analyte has moved almost 4 cm and has been 
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compressed into a single spot (Figure 3, bottom). From this point on, the sample appears to 
move at a constant velocity with no band broadening. The sample zone was compressed to a 
band of ~0.1 cm. The intervening stages of compression and movement are shown in Figure 
3, as well. Hundreds of videos of B. infantis, other microorganisms, and mixtures of 
microorganisms have been recorded. Since a verbal description of the process is often 
inadequate, two real-time videos can be accessed in the Supporting Information (See Figure 
3, BINFAN1.AVI, for a B. infantis CE experiment and Figure 3, YEAST1.AVI, for a S. 
cerevisiae CE experiment). If the capillary is filled entirely with sample, the analyte appears 
to break up into several focused bands at irregular intervals. The electrophoretic behavior 
shown in Figures 1-3 is the result of two different phenomena, although both are believed to 
derive from the basic nature of microorganisms. The second part of the separation (i.e., lack 
of band broadening over time) is due, in part, to the tendency of some microorganisms under 
specific conditions to form noncovalent attachments to one another. This aggregational 
behavior in CE has been discussed previously.18 As long as the intercellular attachments are 
of greater energy than the dispersive forces in the separation media, the analyte will travel as 
a single aggregate devoid of band broadening, even in the absence of focusing effects. 
However, the focusing effects seem to occur throughout the capillary, even for injected 
sample zones that are several centimeters long. This is the more interesting and possibly 
important effect from an operational and mechanistic standpoint. Currently, there are at least 
three possible mechanisms that could account for the solution aggregation of colloidal 
particles in the presence of an electrical field. These are outlined in the following paragraphs. 
Field-Induced Aggregation Model. 
The observed focusing behavior of the microorganisms (Figure 3) looks somewhat 
similar to the field-induced aggregation of colloidal particles.37"40 It is well-known that 
electrorheological fluids (i.e., colloidal suspensions that solidify under the influence of 
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electric fields) exhibit this behavior.37"40 However, electrorheological fluids (ERFs) and the 
theories that describe them are for suspensions of electrically polarizable particles in 
insulating fluids.37'38 In addition, the polarizable colloidal particles in these solutions form 
chains parallel to the electric field as a result of the anisotropy of polarization interactions.37 
40 Conversely, in our currently reported work, the microbes (colloids) are in a conducting 
fluid (aqueous buffer), and aggregation is perpendicular to the field lines (Figure 3). In 
addition, conventional ERF theory does not explain the role of the PEO additive and the EOF 
in the microbial CE systems. 
More recently, a theory has been proposed in which colloidal particles will form 
disklike aggregates aligned perpendicularly to the electric field lines and repelled from the 
higher electric field area.39 Furthermore, this approach can be applied to conducting particles 
immersed in a conducting solution under certain circumstances.39 To this point, there has 
been no experimental confirmation of this theory. The equation describing this situation is 
(2) 
where FP is the dielectrophoretic force experienced by the particle, Vp is the volume of the 
particle,; p = (eP - £|,)/(£p + 2eF) is the polarizability of the particle; eP and eF are the dielectric 
constants of the particle and the suspending fluid, respectively; and Vis the gradient 
operating on the square of the electric field (£). Even though this equation was originally 
derived for a nonconducting particle in a nonconducting fluid, it can be applied to a 
conducting particle in a conducting fluid provided the polarizability parameter, (3, depends on 
the frequency of an applied ac electric field.39 The particle is attracted to or repelled from the 
high electric field regions depending on whether (3> 0 (positive dielectrophoresis) or (3< 0 
(negative dielectrophoresis). This theory is intriguing, because it provides a rationale for 
aggregation perpendicular to the electric field lines, and it suggests a possible role for the 
added PEO polymer (i.e., altering the polarizability of the particle upon adsorption). 
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However, this model does not appear to explain the role of the EOF in the observed focusing 
experiments, and it was derived for an ac field. 
If the polarizability of the bacteria (or the bacteria-polymer system) is a dominant 
factor, and if the particles align in the CE electric field via an induced charge anisotropy, this 
would create an induced electrical dipole that decreases the net field. Changing the 
concentration of bacteria would change the induced field and should alter the CE behavior. 
The data in Table 2 show the dependence of the EOF and electrophoretic mobility of B. 
infantis on the concentration of the colloidal analyte. It appears that changing the 
concentration of the injected microbe has a systematic effect on the electrophoretic 
parameters over the concentration range studied. This means that the polarizability of the 
microorganisms may be a factor affecting their behavior in this system. Ultimately, a direct 
measurement of the polarizability of the microorganisms must be performed in the presence 
and absence of polymer. Since microbes are, to a first approximation, "little sacs of water" 
and they are dispersed in an aqueous solution, this experiment is not a trivial process, and it 
is beyond the scope of the current study.41 
The Hairy Particle Model. 
Classical electrokinetic theory of colloids presupposes a smooth particle surface and 
does not account for any surface roughness.42'43 It is known that either grafting or adsorbing a 
polymer to the surface of a colloidal particle affects its electrokinetic behavior.44"47 Much of 
the research in this area is in its infancy, and all of it involves synthetic particles.44'45 As yet, 
there is no definitive, fundamental understanding of the electrokinetic behavior of irregular, 
diffuse-surface or "hairy" particles. However, the following experimental observations have 
been reported: (a) decreases in the mobility of a particle occurs with increasing polymer 
surface coverage;44 (b) thin polymer layers can produce an apparent increase in ^potential of 
particles, but thicker layers diminish Ç-potential;46'47 (c) there is a systematic decrease in 
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particle mobility with increasing polymer adsorption, but the decrease is larger than can be 
explained by the increase in hydrodynamic drag;44'4"1 (d) there is a reduction of small ion 
mobility within the adsorbed or "hairy" layer of particles; (e) as the percentage of "slowed" 
ions in the adsorbed or "hairy" region increases, the conductivity is lowered;42 and (f) the 
electrokinetic behavior of particles may provide a way to investigate their surface 
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structure. ' " 
The altered mobility of both the small ions in solution and the colloidal particles, as 
well as the decrease in conductivity in the vicinity of the adsorbed polymer particle, suggest a 
possible focusing or compaction mechanism, as shown in Figure 4A and B. In this case, the 
EOF and the electrophoretic motion of the negatively charged microbes are countercurrent. If 
ion mobility and conductivity are lower in the injection slug (because of the "hairy" particles) 
than in the running buffer on either side of it, then several things could happen. Cations can 
temporarily be concentrated on the cathodic side of the injection plug and anions, on the 
anodic side, producing an altered field in the immediate vicinity of the injected 
microorganisms. The somewhat lower conductivity within the sample zone would result in a 
greater field. This situation is somewhat analogous to stacking procedures used in the CE of 
molecules,30 32 except that the microbial solutions are made up in the same run buffer that 
fills the rest of the capillary. A combination of the countercurrent flow of the colloidal 
sample and run buffer and the altered field caused by the "hairy" particles compresses the 
sample zone (Figure 4A and B). At the point where the microorganisms are consolidated or 
aggregated (Figure 4C), they behave as a single larger particle rather than many small 
particles. Both the charge and surface area of the macroparticle will be less than the sum of 
the original individual particles. Likewise, the electrophoretic behavior of the macroparticle 
(Figure 4C and D) can be different from that of the group of individual particles. 
The Shape-Induced Differential Mobility Model. 
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In CE, particles or molecules are driven by the electric field because of their charge to 
reach a terminal velocity, at which point the electrical force is exactly balanced by the drag 
force from the surrounding buffer. Typically, particles or molecules in CE are small and 
move relatively slowly. Therefore, the flow of the buffer over them can be considered as 
Stokes flow. The drag force F can be calculated by the Stokes drag equation 
F = c'r|vE 
in which T| is the viscosity of the buffer, vE is the electrophoretic velocity, and c' is the drag 
coefficient. For nonspherical particles and aggregates, the drag coefficient c' changes with the 
shape and orientation of the particles. 
For rod-shaped microbes such as B. infantis, the orientations are randomly distributed 
(Figure 5A). When an electric field is applied, these microbes will migrate with different 
velocities, because they are aligned differently with respect to the direction of vE and exhibit 
different drag coefficients, c'. This kind of differential migration gives the microbes 
opportunities to collide with other microbes (see Figure 5B). Some collisions will result in 
aggregation of the microbes, depending on their surface properties. The mobility of the 
aggregate is different from those of the isolated microbes because of a change in the effective 
size or shape. Because of their increased cross-sectional area, the aggregates have a higher 
chance of colliding with other isolated microbes or with other aggregates. The rate of 
aggregation becomes higher and higher when the size of aggregate becomes larger and 
larger. Eventually, all microbes will collide to form a single large aggregate (Figure 5C). The 
PEO decreases the EOF, thereby giving the process sufficient time to form the aggregate. It 
may also play a role in particle-particle interactions. This process is illustrated in Figure 5. 
Conclusion 
The sharp microbial peaks found in this and previous CE studies result from 
compaction of the individual microbes in the injection band, into a macroparticle. When the 
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microorganisms adhere to one another, there is no band broadening with time. The 
compaction or focusing of the colloidal sample appears to require the presence of a dilute 
polymer in the run buffer, an electric field, and electroosmotic flow in a direction 
countercurrent to the microbial analyte. Three models are presented that may explain aspects 
of the observed focusing behavior. They include (a) field induced aggregation, which is 
affected by particle polarizability; (b) the hairy particle model, in which the rough, diffuse 
surfaces of colloidal particles affect small ion mobilities and the localized electrical field; and 
(c) shape-induced differential mobility, in which nonspherical particles and aggregates have 
different mobilities, depending on their orientation. 
Clearly, the study of polymer/field-induced focusing of microorganisms is in its 
infancy. It is an interesting and complex system. A good deal of fundamental work remains 
to be done. Further complicating the situation is that different colloidal particles may not 
behave in the same manner under identical conditions. The nature of the particle may be as 
important as the rest of the experimental conditions (e.g., run buffer composition, polymer 
type, and molecular weight). Because of its enormous practical benefits, as a possible rapid 
and efficient way to analyze and characterize microorganisms and as a way to examine 
surface structure (vide supra), additional study is certainly warranted. It is hoped that the 
currently reported work will serve as a point of departure for additional research in this area. 
Our future mechanistic efforts will focus on devising a means to measure the polarizability of 
microorganisms in aqueous solution, measuring polymer adsorption in cells, evaluating ion 
mobility in the presence of cells, evaluating the behavior of individual and small groups of 
cells, and examining a greater variety of living and synthetic particles. 
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Table 1. 
Effect of Polyethylene oxide) Concentration in the Running 
Buffer on the EOF and the Bacterial Mobility3 
[PEO] 
(%. w/v) 
.'<*1 m • 1(1 1 t il'll i:' N.-  ' 10 
(mini (crn-A's) (mm) (cmWs) (cra2/Vs) 
0 0.6 9.83 0.9 7.06 -2.77 
0.00625 1.9 3.14 6.4 0.93 -2.21 
0.0125 2.3 2.60 12.4 0.49 ~2.11 
0.025 3.0 2.01 18.3 0.33 -1.G8 
0.05 3.7 1.63 20.3 0.30 -1.33 
0.1 3.9 1.55 20.9 0.29 -1.26 
0.25 3.9 1.53 3G.5 0.16 -1.37 
a Instrumental setup: Beckman P/ACE 2100 CE apparatus. Capillary: lOO-^m i.d., 20-cm 
effective length, and 27-cm total length. Buffer: PEO (Mw, 600 000) (percent as indicated in 
the table) in 3.94 mM TRIS/0.56 mM boric acid/0.013 mM EDTA, pH 9.1. Injection time: 6 
s sample and 10 s buffer. Voltage: 15 kV. 
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Table 2. 
Effect of Bacteria Concentration 
(Bifidobacteria infantfs) on the EOF and the Bacterial 
Mobility3 
con m wi'l i l  / / [  v ' l  <1 i-l  t ' i l r-y 
(xlQ7 cells/mL) (x 1Û ' an2/Vs) (*10'4 cmWs) (x Id"4 cm2/Vs) 
5.0 0.20 1.77 -1.57 
G.7 0.1G l.GB -L52 
10 0.27 1.76 1.49 
20 0.38 1.G5 -1.28 
33 0.48 1.G8 -1.20 
50 0.52 1.68 -1.1G 
" Measurements were performed on a P/ACE MDQ CE system. Experimental conditions: 
buffer, 0.025% PEO (Afw 600 000) in 0.56 mM TRIS/0.56 mM boric acid/0.013 mM EDTA, 
pH 8.3; applied voltage, 20 kV; injection, 5 s at 0.5 psi; capillary dimension, 100 ton i.d. x 30 
cm. The RSD of measurements was 7%. 
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Figure 1 
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Electropherograms for the CE-LIF of (A) B. infantis in pH 8.4 buffer with no polymer 
additive, (B) B. infantis in pH 8.4 buffer with 0.025% (w/v) PEO additive, (C) fixed S. 
cervisiae in pH 8.4 buffer with 0.025% (w/v) PEO additive. See Experimental Section for 
additional details. 
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Figure 2. 
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CE determination of Bifidobacteria infantis using different separation media and capillaries. 
CE apparatus: Beckman P/ACE system 2100. Sample injection time was 5 s followed by a 
10-s buffer injection in all cases (0.5 psi). Conditions: (A) untreated fused-silica capillary 
containing 0.0125% PEO in 3.94 mM TRIS/0.56 mM boric acid/0.013 mM EDTA, pH 9.1, 
15 kV; (B) untreated fused-silica capillary containing 20% glycerin in 3.94 mM TRIS/0.56 
mM boric acid/0.013 mM EDTA, pH 9.1, 15 kV; (C) methyl cellulose-coated capillary 
0.05% PEO in 3.94 mM TRIS/0.56 mM boric acid/0.013 mM EDTA, pH 9.1, -15 kV; and 
(D) methyl cellulose-coated capillary 3.94 mM TRIS/0.56 mM boric acid/0.013 mM EDTA, 
pH 9.1, -15 kV. 
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Figure 3. 
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Time-resolved photographs showing the CE compaction of the injected sample zone and 
subsequent movement toward the cathode of Bifidobacteria infantis. At time = 0 s, the 
sample is the light zone between -1.0 and 3.0 cm. Buffer: 0.0025% PEO (Mw, 600 000) in 
3.94 mM TRIS/0.56 mM boric acid/0.013 mM EDTA, pH 9.1. Injection time: 2 s. Voltage: 
7.5 kV. CE apparatus: Homemade equipment with a 6-cm detection window. Capillary 
dimensions are indicated in the Experimental Section. 
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Figure 4. 
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Proposed stages of polymer induced colloidal (microbial) focusing (PICF) via the "hairy 
particle model". (A) Initial stage just after the sample is injected and the power is turned on. 
The negatively charged microbes behave as individual entities and the sample zone exerts a 
differential influence on the migration of small ions. (B) Compression may occur because of 
the lower conductivity of the sample zone, the countercurrent movement of the negatively 
charged "hairy" particles versus the bulk solvent, and the differential charge at opposite sides 
of the sample zone. Note that small aggregates begin to form when the particle cells contact 
one another. They become larger as the process continues. (C) Once compressed, the 
microbes (which often adhere to one another) move as a single charged entity rather than a 
group of individual particles. (D) The macroparticle moves toward the cathode at a velocity 
governed by its size-to-charge ratio and the EOF velocity 
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Figure 5. 
Depiction of the aggregation of nonspherical particles resulting from their differential 
orientation and mobility in an electric field. In this model, randomly oriented particles 
experience differential viscous drag force leading to nonuniform velocities as indicated by 
the different length arrows in part A. Reorientation reshuffles their velocities continuously. 
Because of their different velocities, the particles collide and form aggregates. The process 
continues to build up one large aggregate. Once the macroparticle is formed, it moves toward 
the cathode at a velocity governed by its size-to-charge ratio and the EOF velocity. 
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CHAPTER 4. USE OF MICROBUBBLES IN CAPILLARY 
ELECTROPHORESIS FOR SAMPLE SEGREGATION WHEN 
FOCUSING MICROBIAL SAMPLES 
A paper published in The Journal of Separation Science 
Alain Berthod, Mike A. Rodriguez, Marco Girod, Daniel W. Armstrong 
Abstract 
A dedicated capillary electrophoresis set-up was designed to observe microorganism 
behavior under an applied electric field. A 10-cm window was made by removing the 
polyimide coating of a 58-cm regular capillary (100 |im ID). The 40-cm hydrodynamic 
movement of a sample to the observation window completely dispersed the sample, making 
it very dilute and rendering further experiments impractical. It is known that air bubbles can 
suppress dispersion in a liquid moving with a parabolic flow profile. Dispersion in a flowing 
stream is briefly reviewed. A special injection procedure, introducing a microbubble on each 
side of the sample band, is described. The bubbles should be small enough not to perturb 
significantly the electric current. The microbubbles can prevent dispersion of both chemical 
and colloidal components of an injection plug. The use of microbubbles did not prevent the 
focusing of bacterial analytes or their analysis. In some cases, they accentuated the 
phenomenon and allowed injection of larger samples. Examples of these results are given. 
The use of microbubbles could be useful in microfluidic devices to suppress dispersion when 
sample displacement is required, to carry out multiple analyses in a single capillary or 
channel, and to separate sample/reagent and/or sample/sample zones. 
Introduction 
The gas-liquid interface has specific properties that have been used in chemical 
separations for a long time. Preferential adsorption of metal rich ore at an air-water interface 
was used to treat ore pulp in a 1907 patent [1]. Flotation techniques are still commonly used 
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today in the mining industry [2]. The adsorption of proteins at a C02-water interface was 
observed and used to separate individual proteins in a batch baker's yeast fermentation 
process [3]. Foams are a combination of multiple gas bubbles and have a large gas-liquid 
interface. They have been used to separate a wealth of compounds, including enantiomers 
[4-6]. Another analytical use for gas bubbles is to separate samples and reagents or to limit 
solute and sample diffusion in delivery tubes. Skeggs designed an apparatus in 1957 that kept 
successive samples separated by using air-bubbles before introducing them into a reagent 
stream and using colorimetric detection to measure concentrations [7], Following this 
pioneering work, air-segmented flow injection analysis (FIA) was developed in the early 
1970's [8]. This technique became very popular and found many uses in automated analyses 
[8-10]. It is still used today [11, 12]. Segmented gas/liquid delivery systems were also used 
to carry and to deliver accurate and reproducible amounts of nutrients to anaerobic bacterial 
cultures [13]. CO-free air bubbles were used to extract and to quantitate the amount of carbon 
monoxide present in seawater [14]. Gas bubbles can be a problem in capillary 
electrophoresis (CE). The conventional wisdom is that they should be avoided in all 
procedures. Indeed, a gas bubble can disrupt the local electric field, producing current 
changes and low reproducibility of the results [15, 16]. They can cause backgound "spikes" 
in the electropherogram. Consequently, highly degassed running buffers are recommended 
for use in CE and other electrokinetically driven microfluidic devices. In one study, it was 
found that the presence of a bubble in a CE capillary adversely affected precision because of 
the change in current and flow rate [17]. In recent work, we studied the electrokinetic 
focusing of live microbes in a microfluidic device [18]. To complete the study we had to use 
a unique CE injection procedure involving microbubbles. This work describes extensively 
this original procedure and focuses on the deliberate use of microbubbles in CE and 
microfluidic systems to improve separation, throughput, and analytical capabilities. 
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Materials and Methods 
Apparatus 
Figure 1 (inset) shows the home-made CE equipment that was used to visualize the 
microbe focusing. All parts were fully described in our recent article [18]. The active part of 
the experimental set-up was a 58 cm uncoated 0.365 mm fused silica capillary (100 |im ID). 
The outer polyimide layer of the capillary was removed to make a 10 cm detection window. 
Once the polyimide layer is removed, the capillary becomes fragile. The 10-cm uncoated 
silica window was rigidly held in a vertical casing. 40 cm of capillary length before the 
window allowed injecting the sample (Figure 1). 8 cm of length after the windows allowed 
connection to the outlet end. An argon-ion laser (488 nm) was used to observe the motion of 
fluorescent-tagged microbes or cells passing through the 10-cm windows. A charge-coupled 
device (CCD) camera (Photometries, Tucson, AZ, USA) recorded the sample motion at a 
speed of 1 digital frame per second. The digital frames were analyzed using Winview 
software (Roper Scientific GmbH, Ottobrunn, Germany). 
Materials 
The polymer used, poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) of MW 600,000, was obtained from 
Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI, USA). Coomassie Brilliant blue (anazolene sodium, 
C26H16N3S3O103""; 3 Na+, f.w. 695) was Product R-250 of Bio-Rad Laboratories (Richmond, 
CA, USA). The fluorescent dye for bacteria and cells was the DNA/RNA dye SYTO 9 of 
Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR, USA). The running buffers were made of Tris-sodium 
borate-EDTA (TBE) dissolved in appropriate amounts in distilled water. The pH was 
selected using different ratios of Tris, boric acid, and EDTA, adjusting for constant ionic 
strength. The microorganisms were Bifidobacteria infantis, Lactobacillus acidophilus, and 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. All three were non-toxic organisms used respectively as dietary 
supplement powder for babies, for yogurts, and baker's yeast. They were cultured at 36.8C in 
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appropriate sterilized nutrient broths (Bacto malt extract from Becton, Dickinson and Co., 
Spark, MD, USA or Luna Broth Base, Miller from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). 
Results and Discussion 
Introducing microbes in a capillary. 
It was found that various microbes and bacteria could focus, forming separate peaks 
of very high apparent efficiency [18-21]. In an effort to better understand this phenomenon, a 
home-made CE apparatus was set-up to monitor the focusing process of the microorganisms 
(Figure 1) [18]. The polyimide coating of regular 100-|im silica capillary was removed on a 
10 cm length to make a long observation window. The instrumental setup allowed recording 
of the separation process using a CCD camera able to produce a movie following the laser 
induced fluorescence signal of the tagged organisms moving through the 10-cm window 
[18]. To perform an experiment, a 1 to 10 cm plug of stained microorganisms was introduced 
into the capillary using gravity raising the sample vial 30 cm above the cathode vial for 10 s 
to 1 min (Figure 1-1). Next, the sample band was moved down to the 10-cm window by 
gravity flow still using the 30 cm rise gravity siphoning (Figure 1-2). This step was taking 
between 6 and 18 min depending on the injection time [18]. Only then was the voltage 
applied and the CCD camera turned on to record the motion of the injected microorganisms 
(Figure 1-3). It was observed that the concentrated sample band introduced at the injection 
side of the capillary became a long diluted band by the time it was pushed to the observation 
window. Under these conditions, it was not possible to observe any movement or separation 
of the diluted and dispersed microbe sample. The problem was due to sample dispersion in 
the flowing stream prior to the separation experiment. 
Sample dispersion in a flowing stream 
Flow injection studies focused intensively on the dispersion of the injected sample in 
a flow stream. It was demonstrated that a rectangular plug injected in a parabolic flowing 
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stream is dispersed, showing a concentration profile that can be modeled by an exponentially 
modified Gaussian (EMG) curve [10, 22]. The variance of the peak increases almost linearly 
with the tubing length [10]. It depends also on the capillary diameter, flow rate, solute 
diffusion coefficient, and the capillary geometry (straight or coiled) [9, 10]. Figure 2 shows 
the concentration profiles of a 2-cm rectangular plug of theoretical concentration 1 mM 
moved inside a capillary tubing. The profiles were calculated for a straight 100 lm tube 
assuming a 1 cm/s linear flow rate and a nil microorganism diffusion coefficient. The series 
method was used with the spatial EMG equation: 
in which x is the distance inside the capillary, S is the plug or peak area, o is the Gaussian 
variance, T is the constant of the exponential modifier, xmax is the position of the maximum, 
and x' is a dummy integration variable [23]. To visualize the dispersion, a 2-cm length 
injection plug of 8.66xl0~3 M Coomassie brilliant blue solution (6 g/L) was injected in a 530 
jj,m transparent Teflon capillary tubing. The 2-cm plug was moved inside the capillary by 
gravity siphoning. The dispersion of the initial 2-cm band was dramatic. When the sample 
was pushed 40 cm to simulate our CE experimental set-up, the initial 2-cm sample 
rectangular plug became a diluted band more than 25-cm long as predicted by the theory 
(Figure 2). The dark blue initial band became a light blue band with variable concentration 
along the band length (Figure 2). Clearly, in our CE experiment, the injected band was 
diluted by the pushing step. It became too diluted and too broad to conduct any desired 
experiments in the 10-cm observation window. 
Microbubbles for sample dispersion control 
kmax 
(1) 
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Using the electroosmotic flow 
Narrow peaks and high efficiencies in CE are due to the flat flow profile of the 
electroosmotic flow compared to the parabolic flow profile in pressure driven streams [15]. 
The first solution that we tried was to apply the voltage immediately after injecting the 
sample, thereby using electrokinetic pumping to move the sample to the observation 
windows. Step 2 of the injection procedure (see Figure 1) was omitted. Two major problems 
were encountered: (1) due to low electroosmotic flow, the sample migration time necessary 
to observe a signal in the 10-cm window was prohibitively long (more than 30 min), and (2) 
the microbes were completely focused into a narrow band by the time they reached the 10-
cm windows so the focusing mechanism could not be observed. 
Using a single microbubble 
Very small amounts of specific polymers (polyoxyethylene, dextrin, or 
polyvinylpyrrolidone at concentrations between 0.1 and 1 g/L or 0.06 to 10 mM) are required 
to observe microbe focusing [18-21], Adsorption on the capillary wall is suspected to play a 
role but the formal function of the polymer is still not exactly understood [18]. It is known 
from FIA that air bubbles can suppress sample diffusion and promote sample mixing within 
the bubble limited volume [7, 9-10]. Considering these results, air bubbles were intentionally 
introduced in the CE capillary to reduce dispersion. Since bubbles are known to disrupt the 
electric field and current, the first experiments were done introducing only a single bubble at 
the front or at the back of a 2-cm Coomassie blue sample in a 60-cm length of transparent 
Teflon capillary tubing (530 (im ID). The dye was pushed 40 cm into the tubing. The dye 
concentration was observed. A rapid change in concentration was observed, increasing in 
front of the bubble (Figure 3.A) or decreasing behind the bubble (Figure 3.B). As shown by 
Figure 3.A and Figure 3.B, the tubing volume, either at the front or at the back of the single 
air bubble, acted as a diluter broadening the initial 2-cm dye plug to more than 25 cm. Figure 
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3.C was obtained with stained Bifidobacteria infantis bacteria. It shows the fluorescence 
signal obtained after an initial short plug of bacteria was moved in the detection window with 
only one leading microbubble. Slightly different shapes are observed when comparing the 
results obtained with molecules (Coomassie blue, Figure 3.B) and bacteria (Figure 3.C). This 
is because gravity produces an accumulation of cells on the leading microbubble in the 
vertical capillary. This is detected by the sharper peak following the bubble in Figure 3.C. 
This does not happen with molecules. 
Bracketing the sample plug between two Microbubbles 
Two bubbles bracketing the dye sample were introduced. The 2-cm band could be 
hydrodynamically moved 40 cm through the capillary without dilution; the dispersion was 
eliminated (Figure 4.A). The arrows point to the two bubbles showing that the dye sample 
length was maintained during the move. The same conditions were applied to the microbial 
sample in the CE set-up. Figure 4.B indicates the sample motion between bubbles. When the 
liquid is pushed through the capillary, the bubbles become cylindrical in shape as a result of 
frictional, viscous, and interfa-cial forces [24]. They tightly seal the microbial zone, which 
moves without dispersion. Since the density of the bacteria is significantly higher than the 
buffer density, some settling occurs in the vertical capillary. The settling is reduced by the 
mixing produced by the liquid motion between the two bubbles. Figure 4.C shows that, when 
the flow stops, the bubbles take a spherical form. They are small enough to permit current to 
pass between the bubble and the capillary wall. When the voltage is turned on, the bubbles 
move with the electroosmotic flow. The cells tend to go in a countercurrent direction and the 
focusing process begins and is observable in the 10-cm window [18]. The current in 
capillaries containing microbubbles was checked. Table 1 lists the current intensity obtained 
in the 100 |im ID capillary when air bubbles were deliberately introduced in the capillary 
under different experimental conditions. Table 1 shows that the decrease in current intensity 
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produced by the microbubbles is significantly minimized by the small amount of added 
polymer when the ionic strength is low (4.6 mM). When the ionic strength increases (460 
mM), the buffer resistivity decreases. In these cases, the microbubbles can produce a 15-20% 
change in the resistance and current. Table 1 shows also the effect of the size of the 
microbubbles. When the bubbles became too big (i.e. 10-s or longer air injection), the 
current was disrupted. For this system, it was found that the microbubbles produced from a 
less than 2-s air injection produced optimal results (Figure 1). This means that the bubbles 
formed were small enough for a stable current to be established after the voltage was applied 
and the 2-8 cm bacteria sample could still be moved 40 cm through the capillary without 
dispersion (Figure 4). 
Analyzing several samples simultaneously 
Trains of bubbles were used in FLA to separate samples and analyze them 
successively. Since it is possible to work with a sample plug constrained between two 
microbubbles in CE, it should be also possible to work with several samples simultaneously, 
as in FLA. Figure 5 shows that two separate microbe plugs could be moved in the 10-cm 
detection window without dispersion. Table 1 lists the current and resistance measured with 
two plugs of bacteria each bracketed by two microbubbles. A decrease in current is observed 
even at low ionic strength and with polymer. However, the current was stable and it is 
possible to work with two sample plugs loaded successively in the capillary. It should be 
noted that, with more than two microbubbles introduced in the lOO-jim ID capillary, the air-
buffer-wall interfacial forces increased so that the 30-cm height for gravity siphoning was not 
enough to move the bubbleliquid system down to the observation window. It was necessary 
to raise the buffer vial to the maximum possible 45-cm height. This was often not enough 
and the buffer had to be pushed into the capillary with a syringe. 
Monitoring microorganism focusing 
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In this system, the leading edge of the colloidal sample band tended to have a 
somewhat higher concentration of bacteria due to settling on the leading microbubble during 
the 6 to 18 min time needed to move the sample band through the 40 cm capillary to the 
detection window. The microbubble presence is not responsible for the microbial focusing 
since this phenomenon was observed when no bubbles were used in the capillary [5, 6, 19-
21]. However, the microbubbles can affect the microbial focusing and the sample movement. 
Figure 6 shows the differences in focusing of two bacteria similarly injected and focused 
under the same experimental conditions [18]. The bacteria plugs were both moved to the 
observation windows in between two 1-s microbubbles. Bifidobacteria infantis moved out of 
the 10-cm observation window in a sharp single peak in about 3 min. Under the same 
conditions, Saccharomyces cerevisiae also focused in a sharp peak but needed more than 6 
min to pass the 10-cm window. Some microbes needed up to 18 min to focus and pass the 
10-cm window [18]. The focusing of a mixture of two microorganisms in two distinct peaks 
was also observed with the microbial mixture being injected within two microbubbles [18] as 
well as without the use of microbubbles [19, 20]. Longer sample bands could be studied 
increasing the injection time up to 35 s to make a ca. 10-cm long band (ca. 20% of the 
capillary volume). It was found that the time needed to move the sample band 
hydrodynamically increased exponentially with the band length [18]. It took 17 min to move 
the 10-cm bacteria band (35 s injection) to the detector window. An efficient focusing was 
observed for all the studied sample band lengths between 1 and 10 cm bracketed between 
two microbubbles [18]. 
Conclusion 
Air bubbles have long been considered a problem in CE. However, if properly 
utilized, they may become an aid for some microfluidic applications and experiments. Small, 
strategically placed bubbles can be used to suppress sample dispersion observed when 
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hydrodynamically moving a solute band in a narrow capillary. A microbubble placed on each 
side of the injected sample band will allow the band to move without dispersion to the 
desired position inside the capillary. The bubbles can and should be small enough to ensure 
that electric current is not interrupted. In our experiments, the front air bubble also served as 
a support on which cells could accumulate by gravity settling. However, this is just an 
artifact of our experimental set-up. Future experiments using a horizontal capillary set up 
should eliminate this artifact. Such use of air bubbles to suppress dispersion in FIA served to 
separate samples and reagents. This can also be done in CE or other microfluidic systems. 
Several samples can be analyzed simultaneously in a CE capillary if small air bubbles 
separate them. It is demonstrated that the use of air bubbles in CE can be helpful in particular 
situations. They do not interfere with the CE focusing of microorganisms, for example. Air 
bubbles may well be used in other cases, such as sample placement in microfluidic devices, 
when dispersion due to flow should be avoided. When using laser induced fluorescence (LIE) 
detection, the bubbles do not produce any spurious peaks or spikes in the electropherogram. 
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Table 1. 
Applied voltage 5 kV 10 kV 15 kV 
Conditions / (pA) R (Gil) /OiA) R (GO) /(jlA) «(GO) 
0.025% w,V PEO 600k, ionic strength 0.0046 Mal 
no bubble 0.42 m .9) 0.81 (123) 127 (11.8) 
two (2-s) bubbles 0.39 (12.8) 0.80 (12.5) 127 (11^) 
four (2-s) bubbles 0.34 (17.7) 0.74 (13.5) 1.16 (12.9) 
10-s bubble —0 -
30-s bubble -O 
-
no polymer, ionic strength 0.0046 Af ' 
no bubble 0.25 (20) 0.49 (20.4) 1.00 (15) 
two (2-s) bubbles 0.21 (23.8) 0.46 (21 J) 0.94 (16) 
tour (2-s) bubbles 0.21 (23.8) 046 (21.7) 0.94 (16) 
0.025% wA/ PEO 600k. ionic strength 0.46 Kf" 
no bubble 8.46 (0.59) 18.4 (0.54) 30.7 (0.49) 
two (2-s) bubbles 6.78 (0.74) 15.5 (0.85) 26.3 (057) 
four (2-s) bubbles 6.70 (0.75) 14.8 (0.68) 25.1 (0.60) 
no polymer, ionic strength 0.46 M™ 
no bubble 8.31 (0.60) 18.3 (0.55) 30.6 (0.49) 
two (2-s) bubbles 6.70 (0.75) 15.3 (0.65) 26.0 (0.58) 
four (2-s) bubbles 6.60 (0.76) 14.7 (0.68) 25.0 (0.60) 
10-s bubble 2.6-4.8=' (1-2) 
30-s bubble 1.0-2.0=' (25-5) dj 
81 3.936 x 10-3 M Tris, 0-562 x10"3 M boric acid, 1.25 x 10"5 M EDTA, pH8.4, 
bl 0.394 M Tris, 0 056 M boric add, 1.25 mM EDTA, pH 8.4. 
c| unstable current. 
di no stable current 
Effect of various experimental conditions on the current (1A) and resistance (109 X or GX) in 
a 58-cm silica capillary (100 lm ID). 
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Figure 1 
cm 
sample buffer 
30 cm detection < 
window (10 cm) 
buffer inlet 
(anode) 
The experimental set-up. Position 1: the sample is introduced in the capillary by gravity 
siphoning. Position 2: The buffer is used to push hydrodynamically the sample into the 
detection windows. Position 3: When the sample is seen in the detection window, the voltage 
is applied and the CCD camera starts to record the bacteria motion. Microbubbles are created 
by waiting for a second between Positions 1 and 2. 
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Figure 2. 
0 5 
3 0 
0.1 
20.00 30.00 
tubing length (em) 
Evolution of the concentration profile of a 2-cm plug injected in a stream flowing in a 100 lm 
ID capillary. A: Initial plug of concentration 1 (arbitrary units). B: plug moved 10 cm. C: 
plug moved 20 cm. D: moved 30 cm. E: moved to the detection windows (40 cm). 
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Figure 3. 
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Evolution of the concentration profile of a 2-cm plug injected in a stream flowing in a 300 lm 
capillary tubing. A) Concentration profile with a bubble, A: at the back of the initial plug; B: 
at the front of the initial plug. C: Fluorescence signal (arbitrary units) obtained with a leading 
1-s microbubble followed by a 10-s injection of Bifidobacteria infantis stained by SYTO 9m 
and moved to the detection window. 
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Figure 4. 
A) Photograph of a 2-cm plug of Coomassie blue moved 40 cm in a 530 lm Teflon tube. The 
arrows delineate the unmodified dye plug. B) Moving hydrodynamically a plug of bacteria, 
the microbubbles are cylinder shaped; the arrows indicate that liquid motion inside the plug 
reduces settling of bacteria. C) When the bacteria reach the observation window, the 
hydrodynamic flow is stopped, the settling of bacteria can become significant unless the 
experiment is begun in a timely manner. 
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Figure 5. 
Y" 
Wr-J 
Fluorescence signal produced by two plugs of Bifidobacteria infantis stained by SYTO 9m 
introduced in thecapillary bracketed by microbubbles. The arrows indicate the microbubble 
positions. 
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Figure 6 
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Fluorescence signal produced by a plug of Bifidobacteria infantis (a-1, a-6) and 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (b-1, b-6) stained by SYTO 9m introduced in the capillary 
(injection time 15 s) bracketed by microbubbles (ca. 1 s in air). Times after application of a 
15 kV voltage are indicated in the figure. Buffer 2.25 mM Tris/2.25 mM boric acid/0.05 mM 
EDTA, 0.0125% w/v PEO 600000, pH 8.4, capillary 68 cm, 100 lm ID (adapted from [18]). 
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CHAPTER 5. A RAPID CAPILLARY ELECTROPHORETIC METHOD 
FOR THE DETECTION OF BACTERIAL CONTAMINATION 
A paper to be published in Analytical Chemistry 
Michael A Rodriguez, Andrew W. Lantz, and Daniel W. Armstrong 
Abstract 
A method is described for rapid determination of contamination from a number of 
different bacteria, both gram positive and gram negative, involving the use of surfactant 
(cetyltrimethylammonium bromide) and injections spacers. The use of CTAB and nutrient 
medium creates a synergistic aggregation effect allowing a wide number of different bacteria 
to be focused into a single narrow band inside the capillary. The development of the 
technique is discussed as well as the optimization of various parameters i.e., pH, ionic 
strength, injection volume, and surfactant concentration. Optimal pH was found to be ~7, 
maximum buffer concentration was about 5 mM TRIS/1.65 mM citric acid. Optimum CTAB 
concentration was found to be lmg/mL, while the maximum injection volume was -1.4 jiL 
using a 200 (im inner diameter capillary. This method will prove useful as either a rapid 
method for determination of microbial contamination or a quick first analysis step prior to 
more detailed tests i.e., PCR. 
Introduction 
Testing for the presence of microbes, whether they are bacteria, fungi, or even viruses 
in laboratory samples is an important and necessary procedure for many areas of science. 
The food industry must be sure that there is minimal microbial contamination in products, 
especially contamination that could cause consumers illness upon ingestion.1 Microorganism 
testing is important in the pharmaceutical industry as well, as they produce a large number of 
medicinal products for consumer use.2 The health care industry must be very careful that 
tissues or other important biological samples (i.e. blood or plasma) are not infected with 
microbial agents.3 A transplant of these materials to an otherwise healthy patient could prove 
disastrous. It is important for hospitals to have the ability to diagnose bacteraemia or urinary 
tract infections (UTIs) and to do so quickly; a quicker diagnosis leads to faster treatment and 
recovery.4 Furthermore, it is essential that the large amount of water processed by treatment 
plants is suitable for use by the general public, and that special sterile water/aqueous solution 
samples used in medicinal and microbiological research, are indeed microbe free. 5 
There are numerous methods to test for potentially dangerous microbial agents. The 
simplest and most common approach employed for bacterial detection is the direct 
inoculation method.6 This method, updated in 2004, is outlined in detail in the US 
Pharmacopeia. 6 A sample is homogenized, a small aliquot is taken, and it is placed directly 
into media capable of sustaining microbial growth. After a few days the sample is checked 
for turbidity or examined under a microscope for the presence of bacteria; a positive test in 
either case indicates contamination of the original sample. There are a few drawbacks to this 
testing method. The test requires several days to complete, and great care must be taken to 
prevent any contamination during the analysis, since one spurious bacterium could produce a 
false positive. There is a modification of the direct inoculation technique called membrane 
filtration.6 This test is appropriate for samples that are too large to analyze by direct 
inoculation or samples that have a low enough number of bacteria to require concentration. 
The sample is simply filtered through a membrane with pores small enough to prevent the 
microorganisms from passing, yet large enough for the surrounding solution to flow freely. 
The membrane containing the filtered bacteria is placed in the growth media, as opposed to 
the sample aliquot in the direct innoculation method, and the same procedure as the direct 
inoculation method is followed from that point on.6 Other methods have been developed to 
alleviate the shortcomings of these standard methods (mainly the time factor) yet still provide 
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equally accurate results. All other tests are compared to these methods when it comes to 
obtaining a reliable answer about the presence and quantity of viable bacteria. 
Recently, molecular techniques have come to the forefront as an alternate means of 
microbial detection. They are divided into three types: hybridization, amplification, and 
immunoassay techniques. Hybridization involves the use of fluorescently labeled nucleic 
acid probes that bind to complementary nucleic acid sequences present in bacteria.7 These 
complementary nucleic acid strands specifically bind only to the probe (in some cases its 
fluorescence is greatly enhanced). Once the probe binds to the complement strand of nucleic 
acid the fluorescent bacteria can be visualized microscopically. 
Amplification techniques, such as PGR (polymerase chain reaction) extract a small 
amount of genetic material from the bacteria and amplify it to a level that can be quantified 
for identification.8 Immunoassay methods make use of the very specific reaction between 
antigens on the surface of bacteria and the antibodies the immune system produces in 
response to them.9 The most common immunoassay test is ELISA (Enzyme Linked 
Immunosorbent Assay). These techniques are all very specific and allow for identification of 
bacteria, in most cases, at the species level. The time needed for these tests is considerably 
less than culture-based methods, in most instances requiring only several hours to complete. 
However, they are very complex to perform and significant personnel training may be 
necessary to carry them out. For tests like PGR the operator must also be trained to interpret 
the results. The reagents and materials these types of tests require are also expensive to 
produce. Therefore, despite their faster analysis time, there are several disadvantages to 
these methods. Also, they are not general methods but rather in most cases specific to a 
particular microorganism. Hence for a general contamination test they would miss all other 
sources of contamination. 
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Other methods have been developed to detect bacteria that do not fall under the 
specific label of molecular techniques. One example is the electrochemical detection that has 
been employed to detect pathogenic bacteria.10 In this instance the cathodic peak current of 
oxygen is measured during growth with an electrochemical voltammetric analyzer. The 
rapid consumption of oxygen during growth leads to a discernable change in the cathodic 
peak current. Along the same lines, a dye that responds to bacterial growth through color 
shifts has been used to detect bacteria in blood samples.11 Raman and Fourier Transform 
Infrared Spectroscopy were also used to identify bacteria on the basis of their infrared protein 
spectra.12 Other techniques have been used with some degree of success as well, but also 
have not come into common use for one or more of several reasons. For example, they 
frequently lack the ability to compete with other techniques in terms of accuracy or time 
requirements, the costs are too high, or the method is simply too limited and/or technical.13 
It is clear that a number of different choices are available when testing for 
microorganisms, each with its own advantages and disadvantages. Standard culture methods 
can provide accurate information about the presence and number of bacteria by using serial 
dilutions and colony counting, yet they are very time consuming and do not count dead 
microorganisms or microorganisms that do not grow in a particular media. Molecular 
methods can reduce this time requirement considerably and can even provide information 
about the very genetic make-up of the bacteria. However to detect general contamination, 
this degree of specificity is not needed, and indeed the high degree of specificity of these 
methods will result in false negatives as other microorganisms go undetected. Another 
example is a case where the source of contamination is not known, it is only known that the 
sample has been in an environment where contamination from any number of bacteria is 
likely. Tests that are developed for specific bacteria will not always give meaningful 
information in such a case, unless by chance the sample was contaminated with the same 
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microorganism the test was designed for. There is need for an efficient/effective method 
capable of providing a simple, rapid, and binary (yes/no) answer in regards to the 
presence/absence of any/all microorganisms. Such a test would greatly reduce the time 
requirements in cases where specificity is not needed, and also when it is used as a first step 
analysis where specificity is required (to ensure that more complex or time consuming tests 
are not performed on samples that have not been contaminated with bacteria in the first 
place). The test should combine the reduced analysis time of molecular techniques, possibly 
even reducing them further, and the broad applicability of culture techniques. 
Analytical techniques, in particular capillary electrophoresis (CE), have been used 
recently to address some of the problems associated with microbial detection and 
identification methods.14 CE is an attractive technique because of its fast analysis times and 
very small sample requirements (which often is the case with microbial samples). Some of 
the earliest work in microbial CE was performed by Hjerten et al. with the tobacco mosaic 
virus.15 Grossman and Soane also studied this virus; however, while Hjerten was simply 
probing the movement of particles with the eof in a direct current electrical field, Grossman 
and Soane were examining the actual effect of orientation of the virus on its electrophoretic 
mobility.16 There has been extensive work on the human rhinovirus by Kendler and co­
workers who studied several of its electrophoretic properties and developed a method for 
identification.17, 18' 19 A few other attempts were made at viral analysis by CE as well.20 
However, a majority of the work with microorganisms and CE has focused on bacteria. 
Initial experiments yielded broad peaks and long migration times (mostly due to the long 
capillaries used to distance the bacteria from the EOF), but they showed the potential for 
identification and separation.21 With the use of polymer additives in the run buffer very 
sharp peaks and a good separation of several bacteria were reported by Armstrong and co­
workers.22, 23 Other instances of success with these polymer additives have been reported as 
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well. 24 Short, coated capillaries also were used to separate a number of bacteria, in addition 
to the use of other additives to the run buffer.25'26 
However, there have been very few reports on the use of CE to identify the presence 
or complete absence of a large number of diverse microorganisms by CE, in essence a 
sterility test. In this manuscript we present a procedure that is capable of issuing a binary 
answer to the presence/absence of a broad array of microorganisms in a single sample by 
using capillary electrophoresis in conjunction with surfactants and an injection spacer 
technique. This method is capable of discerning the presence of microbes in a very short 
amount of time. In these respects we are utilizing the best elements of culture techniques 
(broad applicability) and molecular techniques (fast analysis times). While it is not capable 
of the specificity of molecular techniques in terms of identifying bacteria at the species and 
sometimes strain level (and this is not necessarily a drawback for reasons mentioned 
previously), it could prove to be useful as a stand alone sterility test or as a quick first step 
analysis when specificity is desired. 
Materials and Methods 
Materials. 
Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (TRIS), sodium hydroxide, hydrochloric acid, 
and cetyltrimethylammonium bromide were all purchased from Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI). 
Citric acid was obtained from Fisher Scientific. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was a product 
of EM Science (Gibbstown NJ). Luria broth was obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). 
Brain heart infusion and nutrient broths were obtained from Difco Laboratories (Franklin 
Lakes, NJ.). S y to 9 and BacLight fluorescent dyes were obtained from Molecular Probes, 
Inc. (Eugene, OR). Uncoated fused silica capillaries with inner diameters of 100, 150, and 
200 (im and outer diameters of 365 (j,m were obtained from Polymicro Technologies 
(Phoenix, AZ). E.coli (ATCC #10798), Salmonella subterreanea (ATCC #BAA-836), 
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Listeria innocua (ATCC #33090), Brevibacterium tapei (ATCC #13744), Corynebacterium 
acetoacidophilum (ATCC #13870), Aerococcus viridans (ATCC #11563), Pseudomonas 
flourescens (ATCC #11150), Escherichia blattae (ATCC #29907), Staphylococcus aureus 
(ATCC #10390) were all obtained from American Type Culture Collection (Manassas VA). 
Methods. 
The CE separations were performed on a Beckman Coulter P/ACE MDQ capillary 
eletrophoresis system equipped with a 488-nm laser induced fluorescence and a photodiode 
array detector. The capillaries used in these experiments varied in length from 30 to 60 cm 
(20 and 50 cm to the detector, respectively). The inner diameters also varied from 100 to 200 
Jim; both dimensions are specified in each experiment. When a capillary was first used it 
was rinsed with water for 30 s, IN NaOH for 5 mi., and 2 min with the running buffer. Prior 
to each run the 100 Jim i.d., 30 cm capillary was rinsed with water for 1 min, base for 1 min, 
and buffer for 1 min at 10 psi. The 200 |im i.d., 30 cm capillary was rinsed with water for 
10s, base for 10 s, and buffer for 10 s at 5 psi. When 60 cm length capillaries were used, the 
rinse time was doubled while the pressures remained the same. DMSO was used as a neutral 
marker. Stock solutions of 10 mM TRIS, 3.3 mM citric acid were prepared and diluted lOx 
for a working solution concentration of 1 mM TRIS, 0.33 mM citric acid as needed. 
Surfactants were added to these working concentration buffers in the appropriate 
concentrations as they were needed daily. Sodium hydroxide and hydrochloric acid were 
used to adjust the pH when necessary. Standard running buffer concentration is 1 mM 
TRIS/0.33 mM citric acid with 1 mg/mL CTAB, pH 7, unless otherwise noted in figure 
legends. Standard sample buffer is 1 mM TRIS/0.33 mM citric acid, pH 7, unless otherwise 
noted in figure captions. All bacteria were grown according to the directions supplied by the 
manufacturer. After growth in their respective media, the microorganisms were centrifuged 
down, the excess broth removed, and washed with working concentrations of the TRIS/citric 
acid buffer (pH 7) once, then re-centrifuged and decanted, and finally suspended in working 
concentration TRIS/citric acid buffer of the same volume as the broth that was originally 
removed. The final concentration of the cells was ~108 CFU/mL. These were then used as 
samples for analysis. 
Results and Discussion 
Why the spacer method was chosen. 
The ultimate goal of this research was to develop a method capable of giving a rapid, 
unambiguous answer as to the presence/absence of bacteria/microbes. A method capable of 
providing a single peak at the desired time, regardless of the bacterial species, its 
heterogeneity, or the number of different species present seemed to be the best option. This 
task was somewhat more daunting than it was first expected to be. There are few options to 
minimize the effects of electrophoretic heterogeneity as documented by Arriaga and co­
workers.27 One possibility is to treat the surface of the bacteria to eliminate or minimize the 
charge before analysis. Even if possible, this approach would not allow the bacteria to 
migrate away from the eof front. Alternatively, the bacteria could be compressed at a point 
inside the capillary. This would result in all of the aggregated bacteria migrating together at 
the same velocity, as long as all other forces inside the capillary (e.g. turbulent flow, thermal 
effects, etc.) were insufficient to break them apart. Even if multiple bacterial species were 
present it should not pose a problem since inter-species aggregation is not uncommon.28 
It is well known that acidic conditions can induce aggregation in bacteria and initial 
experiments with a method developed using pH boundaries had some success (See Figure 
l).29 This method worked well for some bacteria but not for others. In our experiments it 
was mainly gram positive bacteria (e.g., Bacillus subtilis, Listeria innocua) that aggregated 
under acidic conditions. Although it may not be broadly applicable, this procedure may be 
useful as a secondary analysis for the identification of gram positive bacteria. In order to 
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accomplish the main goal however, a method that was capable of causing a wider number of 
different bacteria to associate well away from the eof front was sought. The addition of 
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) to samples caused some bacteria to undergo 
aggregation. However, this was not the case for a number of others. The concentration of 
CTAB used was very low (~lmg/mL) and did not lyse the cells (as indicated by inspection 
microscopically). Fortunately, a large number of bacteria aggregated when CTAB was added 
to the bacterial samples in the presence of a specific nutrient medium. (It is interesting to 
note that this is NOT a co-precipitation process, no precipitate forms when only CTAB and 
nutrient broth are combined). It appeared that combination of CTAB and nutrient broth had a 
synergistic effect toward consolidation of all types of bacteria. Also it was not sensitive to 
the effects of microbial electrophoretic heterogeneity. Now, an appropriate CE system 
utilizing this effect had to be devised. It would have to allow the bacteria, migrating as a 
single band, to distance themselves from the EOF, in order to distinguish them from 
contaminants appearing there. 
The first experiments were set up in the following manner. The sample injection 
contained both nutrient broth and the microorganisms (no CTAB), while the surrounding run 
buffer contained CTAB in an appropriate concentration (see Figure 2). It was thought that 
the CTAB would move into the region containing the broth and bacteria (since it had a 
counter-current motion to the electroosmotic flow) to induce aggregation and produce a sharp 
peak. A sharp peak did appear, as shown in Figure 3, electropherogram A. However, the 
bacteria could not migrate out of the region containing the nutrient broth (the neutral region). 
Both electropherograms in Figure 3 are similar, however B is detected at 214 nm. The broad 
peak in electropherogram B is a result of the signal from the nutrient broth and EOF marker 
(DMSO) mixed with the bacteria. The presence of the bacterial peak on top of the EOF peak 
confirms the inability of the bacteria to migrate out of the neutral region. Thus interfering 
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impurities and reagent overlap with the bacterial peak in these experiments. Recall that the 
pH method allowed the microbial peaks to move away from this region, but it mainly worked 
for gram positive bacteria. 
The electropherogram shown in Figure 4A is the result of removing the nutrient broth 
component from the sample injection. The bacteria then yielded peaks with migration times 
longer than that of the EOF. This is a direct result of the nutrient broth no longer inhibiting 
their movement out of the neutral region. An interesting point to note is that bacteria are 
known to be negatively charged at conditions similar to those at which these experiments 
were performed. Under normal circumstances this type of electropherogram (a peak with a 
longer migration time than the EOF) would be further evidence of the negative charge of the 
bacteria; however, under conditions where both the electroosmotic flow and polarity are 
reversed (as in these experiments) it indicates exactly the opposite. It was apparent that the 
dilute CTAB was having a significant effect on the mobility of the bacteria. The following 
experiment was performed to examine the exact effect of CTAB on the bacteria. The 
capillary was filled with buffer containing CTAB, then an initial injection of buffer lacking 
CTAB was made, and finally a sample consisting of bacteria and an EOF marker was 
injected. The migration time of the bacteria was essentially the same as that of the EOF 
marker (Figure 4, electropherogram B). This experiment was similar to the one show in 
Figure 4 electropherogram A, except a large region on the anodic side and adjacent to the 
bacteria injection was void of CTAB. This caused the microbial peaks to again appear in the 
neutral region and indicated a loss of positive charge. This was sufficient to show that the 
CTAB in the region adjacent to the bacteria (on the anodic side) was responsible for 
imparting some positive charge to their surface. 
Due to the opposite direction of migration of the bacteria and the EOF (which carried 
the nutrient broth), it was thought that separating the two regions, with the bacterial sample 
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on the anodic side of the capillary and the nutrient segment on the cathodic side, would allow 
them to converge in an area between the two injected segments. Also, this could solve the 
problem of any interferences that could be present near the EOF front since the CTAB is 
capable of carrying the bacteria well away from that region. 
Figure 5 is a diagram showing the starting reagent and sample segmentation 
conditions needed to compress all microbes and separate them from the electroosomotic flow 
front. The capillary is rinsed with water, and base, then filled with run buffer (see 
Experimental for exact conditions) containing CTAB. The sample of bacteria is then injected 
(it does not contain CTAB) and next a spacer containing the same CTAB concentration as 
the rest of the run buffer is injected. Lastly, a segment of nutrient broth (which also does not 
contain CTAB) is placed in the capillary. The dissolved CTAB residing in front of the 
bacteria (on the anodic side) migrates toward the cathode when the voltage is applied. As it 
passes through the sample zone it carries the bacteria with it. The electroosmotic flow is 
reversed under these conditions and it flows toward the anode, as does the segment of 
nutrient broth that was injected (see Figure 5). The combination of the anodic movement of 
the nutrient broth segment and the cathodic movement of the bacteria allow them to converge 
at a point between the two zones in the capillary. The bacteria begin to aggregate and 
eventually form a large macroparticle. As the macroparticle forms, it quickly loses mobility 
and from that point on it migrates in the anodic direction while residing in the nutrient 
segment. The resulting electropherogram is shown as Figure 6a. The first broad peak (A) is 
the EOF marker DMSO (mixed with the bacteria prior to injection), the second (C) and third 
(D) broad peaks result from the segment of nutrient broth injected into the capillary after the 
microbes. The middle and sharpest peak (B) is from the bacteria, in this case E. coli. This 
electropherogram is obtained when the UV detector is set to 214 nm and illustrates the 
migration of each injected component. The bacteria in the sample injection are the only 
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species present capable of giving a signal (largely due to Mie scattering) when detected at 
449 nm. The resulting electropherogram shows only a single sharp bacterial peak (Figure 
6b). This same procedure can be applied to a number of different bacteria as shown in Figure 
7. Figure 8a shows the composite electropherograms of three different bacteria analyzed 
individually (note the slight variation in migration times, which is inherent to CE). When 
these three bacteria are combined in one sample and subjected to this method, a single peak 
is still obtained, as shown in Figure 8b. These experiments indicate the possibility that this 
set of conditions may apply broadly to many microorganisms. Regardless of whether the 
sample contains many bacteria, such as those listed in Figure 7, or just a single species, the 
same sharp peak will occur at the same point in the capillary in each instance. Also note that 
it takes less than 10 minutes for any combined bacterial band to migrate to the detector. 
Hence, it could be used to obtain rapid information as to the presence or absence of 
microorganisms in a sample. It could also be multiplexed for high throughput analysis.30 
Optimization of the Analysis. 
The system used in these experiments is fairly complex. Not only are there the 
standard factors of pH, ionic strength and additive concentration, which are commonly 
optimized for all CE experiments, but also there are other factors that must be considered. 
The sample injection amounts were optimized in an effort to introduce as much sample into 
the capillary as possible. This was done either by increasing the injection time or the inner 
diameter of the capillary. Introduction of larger amounts of sample could prove useful when 
dealing with very dilute samples. The spacer length, nutrient broth concentration, and 
nutrient broth injection length all had only a minimal effect on results and therefore are not 
discussed. 
Figure 9 shows the results of optimization of the run buffer pH. Three different pHs 
were tested: 4, 7, and 9. Each pH yields a very sharp single peak for the bacteria (E. coli); 
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however, pH 7 seemed to consistently give peaks with a higher absorbance. It is interesting 
to note that the peaks do not tend toward longer migration times as the pH is lowered. This is 
because of the complex nature of the dependence of electroosmotic flow on CTAB 
concentration.31 
A combination of TRIS and citric acid at fairly low concentrations was used as the 
running buffer for this system. There is a narrow window of workable ionic strengths as 
compared to pH. Figure 10 shows several electropherograms obtained under varying ionic 
strength conditions. A single peak is obtained at five times the normal concentration of 
TRIS/citrate used (Electropherogram A); however, it is slightly widened and skewed. The 
peak converts back to its normal shape upon addition of more CTAB (Electropherogram B). 
However, a further increase to ten times the normal concentration of TRIS/citrate completely 
destroys the single peak (Electropherogram C) and it cannot be reconstituted even if further 
amounts of CTAB are added (data not shown). A solution consisting of only CTAB and 
water can be used to obtain similar results; therefore, only the upper limit of ionic strength 
significantly affects the peak number and shape. When the run buffer concentration in these 
experiments is varied it is imperative that the sample buffer be of the same concentration (in 
buffer salt content). If the sample buffer is significantly higher or lower in ionic strength 
than the surrounding run buffer an adequate peak is not obtained (i.e., multiple peaks or 
inconsistent migration times occur). In the case where the sample buffer is of lower 
concentration than the surrounding run buffer, multiple peaks are obtained (Figure 11, 
electropherogram A). If the sample is of higher ionic strength than the surrounding run 
buffer the bacteria again become trapped in the neutral zone well before they reach the 
nutrient segment (Figure 11 electropherogram C). These electropherograms are all at a 
detection wavelength of 214 nm to show the relationship of the bacterial peak to the nutrient 
broth "focusing" peak. It is reasonable to assume that CTAB has an effect on the surface of 
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the bacteria since the mobility of the bacteria has been shown to be affected by it. There are 
a number of counter ions around any charged particle in solution and the density of the ions 
depends on the ionic strength of the solution. It could be reasoned that at higher ionic 
strengths, when the diffuse layer becomes more compact, it may be harder for the CTAB to 
reach the surface of the bacteria. Thus the CTAB may not able to affect the surface of the 
bacteria in the way it does at lower ionic strengths. An alternate explanation is that when this 
ionic layer becomes compact the bacteria tend to aggregate slightly (as charged particulates 
are known to do).32 The larger aggregates, as opposed to mostly single bacterium at low 
ionic strengths, may not be affected as greatly by the CTAB. 
The concentration of CTAB in the run buffer was varied to study its effect on the 
system, Figure 12 shows the results. The optimal concentration of CTAB is between 1 and 2 
mg/mL; the peak height drops considerably if the concentration is raised. The highest signal 
obtained while still exhibiting a single peak is most desirable, since a major goal is detecting 
bacteria at very low levels. The sharp single peak that is usually obtained breaks apart at 
CTAB levels ~0.5mg/mL. As mentioned above, part of the goal was to obtain as large of a 
signal as possible by optimizing conditions. This would allow detection of bacteria at the 
very low levels. In addition, it would also help to compensate for the low number of bacteria 
injected and detected due to the inherently low volume of the capillaries used. Therefore, 
experiments were undertaken to maximize the bacterial injection volume. This was 
accomplished by use of both longer capillaries and larger inner diameter capillaries. The 
longer capillaries were used to increase the length of the injected bacteria zone. Filling the 
capillary with too long of a sample segment adversely affects the EOF since the sample does 
not contain CTAB, and CTAB is responsible for coating the capillary and reversing the EOF. 
If the sample zone gets too large the amount of CTAB present to reverse the flow would be 
insufficient and it would lead to prohibitively long migration times. Use of longer capillaries 
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helps to minimize this effect. More of the remaining capillary is filled with CTAB for two 
equal length injections when a longer capillary is used. The longer capillary also affords the 
bacteria more time to reach the nutrient segment. The use of larger inner diameter capillaries 
allows larger volumes of the bacterial sample solution to be injected for equal injections 
lengths. 
Figure 13a shows a comparison of the results obtained for a 30 cm capillary and a 60 
cm capillary. The peak shape is normal for injections of 6 and 9 seconds (at 0.5 psi) for the 
30cm capillary, but the injection of 12 seconds (at 0.5 psi) shows multiple peaks. 
Experiments have shown that CTAB cannot be present in the segment containing bacteria 
(Figure 14) and also that CTAB is responsible for moving the bacteria in the cathodic 
direction; therefore, the distance over which the CTAB must carry the bacteria becomes 
increasingly large as the bacteria are injected over longer time periods. It seems that a limit 
is reached at which the CTAB cannot carry all of the bacteria in the CTAB free sample 
segment back to the interface of the nutrient segment. In this case multiple peaks are 
observed. A 60 cm capillary was used in an attempt to give the CTAB additional time to 
carry the bacteria back to the nutrient segment and help unify the multiple peaks obtained for 
long injection times. The injection pressure was identical to the 30 cm capillary (0.5 psi) but 
the length of time for each injection was doubled; this was done so that direct comparisons 
could be made between capillaries. As can be seen from figure 13b the injections of 12 and 
18 seconds on the 60 cm capillary, which correspond to the 6 and 9 second injections on the 
30 cm one, both gave reasonable peaks. However, similar to the 30 cm capillary, additional 
peaks appeared when the injection time was increased to 24 seconds (12 seconds on the 
30cm capillary). Therefore, the additional time afforded to the CTAB did not improve the 
microbial peak 
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Increasing the inner diameter of the capillary proved to be much more useful for 
increasing the overall number of bacteria and volume of solution injected. Figure 15a shows 
the results of two similar experiments done using two different inner diameter (i.d.) 
capillaries (100 gm and 200 Jim; both 30 cm in length). The concentration of bacteria 
injected was identical in each experiment as were the lengths (not in seconds but in 
millimeters) of the injected spacer, nutrient segment, and bacterial sample segment. The time 
and pressures were adjusted for injections made on the 200 |J,m i.d. capillary to compensate 
for the larger flux of materials and to give similar injection lengths as the 100 |am i.d. 
capillary. Both experiments produce sharp bacterial peaks. However, it is clear that a much 
larger peak is obtained when using the 200 Jim i.d. capillary (Electropherogram B). The 
doubling of the diameter leads to a four fold increase of the volume injected if the injection 
length (again in mm, not sec.) is held constant. The increased number of bacteria injected in 
this larger capillary most likely leads to the larger signal, since they are compacted into the 
same length as in the smaller diameter capillary. In addition there is an added benefit of 
increased (double) path length for detection when using the larger inner diameter, this also 
adds to a larger signal in accordance with Beer's law. There are some interesting points that 
should be mentioned with the use of larger capillaries. For instance, molecular species would 
be broadened significantly in 200 gm capillaries (compared to 100 |_im), due to increased 
joule heating, siphoning, and other effects. This is not the case with this microorganism 
procedure. Upon aggregation they travel as a single macroparticle and cannot be separated 
by the forces of thermal mixing or other dispersive actions within the capillary. 
Theoretically even larger diameter capillaries could be used; however, practical concerns 
become a problem. For instance, these larger i.d. capillaries are more brittle and prone to 
breakage. Also, most commercial CE instruments are only capable of accepting common 
outer diameters of capillary (usually 360 Jim). 
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The three electropherograms in Figure 15b show the maximum injection length for a 
capillary that is 30 cm long and has an inner diameter of 200 gm. The injections lengths 
range in time from 4 sec to 7 sec (at 0.2 psi) for A-D respectively. As is expected, the peak 
height increases with the injection time, due to the greater number of bacteria being injected. 
The migration time also increases as the injection time increases; this is a result of the length 
of the CTAB-free sample zone. As mentioned previously, the reversed flow of the EOF is 
dependent on the amount of CTAB in the capillary. As the concentration of CTAB 
decreases, the velocity of the reversed EOF decreases as well, resulting in longer migration 
times. At a 7.0 sec injection, the peak begins to broaden and split slightly (Figure 15b-D). 
This is roughly the limit of the injection for a capillary of this diameter. This 6.0-7.0 second 
maximum injection time for the 200 gm i.d. capillary is of particular interest. This time 
corresponds to an injection length of 43-50 mm and an injection volume of 1360-1580 nL 
(using the Poiseuille equation). This is nearly identical to the maximum injection length of 
40-53 mm for the 100 gm i.d. capillary. However, the volume injected is of course much 
lower for the 100 gm i.d. capillary at 317-423 nL. Though there is a limitation as far as the 
injected sample length is concerned, the injected sample volume (and hence number of 
bacteria) can be increased significantly by simply increasing the inner diameter of the 
capillary. Fortunately, doing so does not adversely affect the results. 
Conclusion 
There is a pressing need for a rapid test that is capable of providing a binary answer 
regarding the presence/absence of a wide variety of microorganisms. Culture methods and 
modifications of them are still the universally accepted procedures for determining microbial 
contamination, but these types of tests suffer from long analysis times. Other techniques 
such as hybridization, amplification, and immunoassays can considerably reduce the time 
required for microbial analysis; however, they all have specific drawbacks as well. Some of 
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these techniques require considerable training and expertise to perform. They do provide a 
high level of specificity, in terms of identifying species, but this is not always desired or 
needed for a simple "sterility" test. The method presented here is capable of providing a 
quick (a few minutes) answer regarding the presence or absence of microorganisms. It is 
also applicable to a variety of different bacteria, even to samples containing a variety of 
different species. In this manner it is able to utilize the best elements of other available tests. 
It can potentially be used to diagnose bacteraemia or UTI's; these are cases where a quick 
answer can be much more beneficial than a detailed answer (providing genus, species, and 
strain information) which may consume precious extra time. Future experiments will focus 
on applying this test to just such "real world" samples for diagnosis and also on applying 
these tests to many other bacteria as well as other microorganisms including fungi and 
viruses. In addition, the limit of detection must be improved for this method. The ideal 
method is capable of detecting at the single cells level. This method is currently capable of 
analyzing bacterial samples that have been diluted slightly ~ 10A6 CFU/mL; this number is 
larger than single cell level. Laser induced fluorescence should theoretically be able to detect 
extremely low levels of bacteria (and these methods have been used) but background 
fluorescence from both the nutrient broth and BAClight dye have hampered efforts to reach 
these low levels. We have begun experiments using other staining methods and have had 
some success in reducing the background further. Once the component of the nutrient broth 
that is responsible for the synergistic effect with CTAB is isolated, the background will be 
reduced to near zero and the lower limit of detection should approach single cell levels. This 
will prove to be the most useful form of the sterility test using CE. 
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Figure 1 
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Differential pH method. Detection is at 254 nm. The small broad peak at ~3 min is the EOF 
and the sharp tall peak at 7 min is the microbe peak (B. subtilis) Conditions: Capillary 30 cm 
long (20 cm to detector), 100 |im inner diameter. The capillary is filled with pH 9 (adjusted 
with dilute NaOH), ImM TRIS/0.33 mM citric acid before any injections are made and the 
outlet buffer is the same. The inlet running buffer is ImM TRIS/0.33 mM citric acid, pH 4 
(adjusted with dilute HC1). Voltage is +4 kV. Sample injected for 3 sec inj @ 0.4 psi. 
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Figure 2 
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Anode 
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Diagram showing the initial experiments with CTAB and nutrient broth. The region 
containing the nutrient broth (8g/L) also contains the bacteria, the rest of the capillary is 
filled with TRIS/citric acid/CTAB run buffer of standard concentration (see Experiemntal). 
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Figure 3 
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Injection of bacteria (S. subterreanea) with nutrient broth. Capillary 30cm long (20cm to 
detector) 100 |im inner diameter. In this experiment the nutrient broth was mixed with the 
bacteria prior to injection. Running buffer is 1 mM TRIS/0.33 mM citric acid with 1 mg/mL 
CTAB, pH 7. Sample buffer is 1 mM TRIS/0.33 mM citric acid, pH 7 with a nutrient broth 
concentration of 8 g/L. Voltage is -2kV. Sample injected for 6 sec @ 0.5 psi. Both 
electropherograms are the result of a single experiment; however, A is detected at 449 nm 
and B is detected at 214 nm. 
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Figure 4. 
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The effect of CTAB on bacteria (S .  sub terreanea) .  Electropherogram A is a sample of 
injected bacteria except in this case it is not mixed with nutrient broth. All conditions are the 
same as those listed in Figure 3. The conditions for Electropherogram B are exactly the same 
as A, except that a 7sec (at 0.5 psi) injection of ImM TRIS/0.33 mM citric acid pH 7 is made 
before the bacteria are injected. DMSO is the EOF marker. 
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Figure 5 
Cathode 
Bacteria w/EOF 
Marker, no CTAB Anode 
r A T\ 
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\1 V 
Nutrient broth 
Segment, no CTAB Detector 
Schematic of the finalized spacer method. An injection of bacteria that contains no CTAB is 
made first (after the capillary is filled with run buffer (see Experimental for conc.)), then a 
spacer of run buffer (5sec @0.4 psi), and finally an injection (1.5 sec @ 0.2 psi) of nutrient 
broth (8 g/L). The voltage is then applied (-2 kV). The CTAB on the anodic side of the 
bacteria migrates toward the cathode and coats the bacteria as it moves through the sample 
plug. This imparts a positive charge on the bacteria and moves them toward the cathode until 
they meet the nutrient broth segment (which is traveling with the EOF). The bacteria begin 
to aggregate and lose charge as they do in the experiments described in Figure 2. From that 
point on, they travel as a macroparticle with minimal mobility along with the nutrient broth 
segment towards the detector. 
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Figure 6 
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Figure 6a Electropherogram obtained when spacer method is used. Detection is at 214 nm. 
Peak A is the EOF marker (DMSO), peak B is the microbe peak (E. coli), and peaks C and D 
result from the nutrient broth. Conditions: Capillary 30cm long (20cm to detector) 100 jim 
inner diameter. Running buffer is 1 mM TRIS/0.33 mM citric acid with 1 mg/mL CTAB, pH 
7. Sample buffer is 1 mM TRIS/0.33 mM citric acid, pH 7. Nutrient broth concentration is 8 
g/L. Voltage is -2kV. Sample injected for 6 sec @ 0.5 psi, spacer injected for 5 sec @ 0.4 
psi, and nutrient broth injected for 1.5 sec @ 0.2 psi. Figure 6b. The same electropherogram 
as in Figure 6a, however detection is at 449 nm 
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Figure 7. 
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Nine different bacteria successfully adapted to this method. Conditions for all 
electropherograms are the same as those listed in Figure 6 except for S. aureus, which was 
stained with BAC light and analyzed with LIF detection at 514 nm. The rest of the 
conditions are similar to each other electropherogram 
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Figure 8 
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Electropherograms showing E. coli (C), S. aureus (A), and S. subterreanea (B) individually, 
overlain (a) and in a mixed sample containing all three (b). Conditions are identical to those 
listed in figure 6, with the following exceptions: Laser induced fluorescence detection was 
used and the monitored wavelength was 517 nm. The bacteria were all stained with 
BacLight. 
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Figure 9 
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pH experiments with E. coli. Electropherogram A conditions: Run buffer 1 mM TRIS/0.33 
mM citric acid with 1 mg/mL CTAB, pH 4. Sample buffer is 1 mM TRIS/0.33 mM citric 
acid pH 4. Voltage -2 kV. Electropherogram B conditions: Run buffer 1 mM TRIS/0.33 mM 
citric acid with 1 mg/mL CTAB, pH 7. Sample buffer is 1 mM TRIS/0.33 mM citric acid pH 
7. Voltage -2 kV. Electropherogram C conditions: Run buffer 1 mM TRIS/0.33 mM citric 
acid with 1 mg/mL CTAB, pH 9. Sample buffer is 1 mM TRIS/0.33 mM citric acid pH 9. 
Voltage -2 kV. For each experiment, the following injections were used: Sample injected 
for 6 sec @ 0.5 psi, spacer injected for 5 sec @ 0.4 psi, and nutrient broth injected for 1.5 sec 
@ 0.2 psi. The capillary dimensions are the same as those listed in Figure 6. Detection was 
@ 449 nm. 
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Figure 10 
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Ionic strength experiments with E.coli. Electropherogram A conditions: Run buffer 5 mM 
TRIS/1.65 mM citric acid with 1 mg/mL CTAB, pH 7. Sample buffer 5 mM TRIS/1.65 mM 
citric acid, pH 7. Electropherogram B condtions: Run buffer 5 mM TRIS/1.65 mM citric 
acid with 2 mg/mL CTAB, pH 7. Sample buffer 5 mM TRIS/1.65 mM citric acid pH 7. 
Electropherogram C conditions: Run buffer lOmM TRIS/3.3 mM citric acid with 2 mg/mL 
CTAB, pH 7. Sample buffer 10 mM TRIS/3.3 mM citric acid pH 7. All experiments 
performed @ -2 kV and have injection times of the following: Sample injected for 6 sec @ 
0.5 psi, spacer injected for 5 sec @ 0.4 psi, and nutrient broth injected for 1.5 sec @ 0.2 psi. 
The capillary dimensions are the same as those listed in Figure 6. Detection was at 214 nm. 
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Figure 11 
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Variation of sample ionic strength. Electropherogram A conditions: Run buffer 5mM 
TRIS/1.65 mM citric acid with 2 mg/mL CTAB, pH 7. Sample buffer 1 mM TRIS/0.33 mM 
citric acid pH 7. Electropherogram B conditions: Run buffer 5mM TRIS/1.65 mM citric 
acid with 2 mg/mL CTAB, pH 7. Sample buffer 5 mM TRIS/0.33 mM citric acid pH 7. 
Electropherogram C conditions: Run buffer 5 mM TRIS/1.65 mM citric acid with 2 mg/mL 
CTAB, pH 7. Sample buffer 10 mM TRIS/3.3 mM citric acid pH 7. All experiments 
performed at -2 kV and detected at 449 nm. The capillary dimensions and injection times are 
the same as those listed in Figure 6. Bacteria: E.coli 
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Figure 12 
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Optimization of CTAB concentration with S. subterreanea. Electropherogram A conditions: 
Run buffer ImM TRIS/0.33 mM citric acid with 12 mg/mL CTAB, pH 7. Sample buffer 1 
mM TRIS/0.33 mM citric acid pH 7. Each of the following electropherograms have identical 
salt content, but contain CTAB concentrations of 8, 6, 4, 2, 1, and 0.5 mg/mL for B-G, 
respectively. Detection is at 449 nm. Injections, voltage and capillary dimensions are the 
same as those listed for Figure 6. 
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Figure 13 
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Use of longer capillaries. Bacteria are E. coli Buffer concentrations, CTAB concentration, 
detection wavelength and voltage are the same as those listed in Figure 6 for all 
electropherograms. For Figure 13a, the following conditions were identical for each 
electropherogram : Spacer was injected for 5 sec at 0.4 psi, nutrient broth was injected for 1.5 
sec at 0.2 psi., and the capillary was 30 cm long (20cm to detector) with an inner diameter of 
100 jam. Electropherogram A: Sample was injected for 6 sec at 0.5 psi. Electropherogram 
B: Sample was injected for 9 sec at 0.5 psi. Electrophergram C: Sample was injected for 12 
sec at 0.5 psi. For Figure 13b, the following condtions were the same for each 
electropherogram: Spacer was injected for 10 sec at 0.5 psi., nutrient broth was injected for 3 
sec at 0.2 psi., and the capillary was 60 cm long (50cm to detector) with an inner diameter of 
100 Jim. Electropherogram A: Sample was injected for 12 sec at 0.5 psi. Electrophergram 
B: Sample was injected for 18 sec at 0.5 psi. Electropherogram C: Sample was injected for 
24 sec at 0.5 psi. 
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Figure 14 
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Comparison of having CTAB (1 mg/mL) in the sample buffer along with the bacteria 
(electropherogram A) and not having it (electropherogram B). Conditions are the same as 
those listed in Figure 6. 
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Figure 15 
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Figure 15a. Use of larger inner diameter capillaries. Bacteria are E. coli, buffer 
concentrations, CTAB concentration, and voltage are the same as those listed in figure 2 for 
all electropherograms. The capillary used for both electrophereograms was 30 cm long (20 
cm to the detector) and had an inner diameter of 200 |im. Detection was done at 449 nm. 
For electropherogram A: Injection of sample, spacer, and nutrient broth are all the same as 
those listed in figure 6. For electropherogram B: Sample was injected for 4 seconds at 0.2 
psi, spacer was injected for 2 seconds at 0.2 psi, and nutrient broth was injected for 1.5 
seconds at 0.1 psi. Figure 15b: Progressively larger injections of bacteria in 200 |lm inner 
diameter capillary. Spacer and nutrient broth injections are the same in each case and are the 
same as those in 15a. For electropherogram A, the sample was injected for 4 seconds, B 5 
seconds, C 6 seconds, and D 7 seconds all at 0.2 psi. All other conditions are the same as 
those listed for the 200 micrometer inner diameter capillary in Figure 15a. 
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CHAPTER 6. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
General Discussion 
As alluded to in the introduction of this thesis there are many potential pitfalls of 
when attempting analysis of microbes by CE, but the rewards for doing so are what have 
driven researchers to pursue this area of research. One of the main problems is the surface 
characteristics of the bacteria, mainly their charge. Capillary electrophoresis relies on the 
charge of analytes in order to perform a separation and the surface characteristics (and hence 
charge) of bacteria vary to such a large degree (termed electrophoretic heterogeneity), it 
becomes difficult to keep the bacteria confined to a narrow region. In chapter 3 it was shown 
that use of polymer additives can reduce this effect and the possible mechanisms were 
presented. In each of the cases the added polymer is theorized to either alter or interact with 
the surface of the bacteria. In the case of the field induced aggregation model, it alters the 
polarizability of the bacteria upon adsorption, in the hairy particle model it adsorbs to the 
surface and affects the mobility of small ions near the surface, and finally for the shape 
induced differential mobility model the polymer adheres to the surface and aids in the 
interaction between bacteria. The electrophoretic heterogeneity problem can be eliminated 
all together if the bacteria are forced to aggregate. By forcing them to aggregate, the surface 
properties of each individual bacterium combine and take on the characteristics of the entire 
macroparticle, of which there is only one. In chapter 5 it was shown the use of surfactants 
and nutrient broth was able to accomplish this. Though aggregation of bacteria can 
sometimes be a problem in microbial CE, in this case it proved to form the basis of analysis. 
The method may prove useful in detecting bacterial contaminants in any number of samples, 
especially since it is applicable to a large number of different bacteria, which most CE 
methods are not. It has been shown that there are uses and information to be obtained from 
analysis of bacteria by CE that do not rely on the confinement of the bacteria into a narrow 
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region, thereby eliminating the issue of the variance of surface characteristics. Such as the 
work presented in chapter 2. The use of CE as a tool for measuring drug-bacteria interaction 
could be a useful in accelerating the time needed for anti-biotic susceptibility measurements. 
When time is an important factor, multiple simultaneous analyses are always beneficial. 
Commercial multiplexed capillary electrophoresis systems are now available that accomplish 
this, but further increasing the number of simultaneous experiments would be still even 
better. The use of microbubbles to separate individual analyses within a single capillary can 
possibly be used to accomplish this. The unique high plate numbers of the methods 
presented in many of the experiments in this thesis are ideal for this, since they give a high 
peak capacitance. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
Though some of the problems associated with microbial analysis by CE can be 
overcome with a little ingenuity and of course luck, others arise in their place. The new 
experiments also lead to further questions and potential experiments. In our case we do not 
yet fully understand the mechanistic features of the polymer based system, in the future these 
need to be pinpointed so that the system can be used to its fullest potential. There are many 
other areas that need to be explored as well. In chapter 2 the experiments of the interaction 
of just one bacterium with an anti-biotic were investigated. A catalogue of many different 
bacteria and molecular interactions by this method would be most beneficial. It would allow 
a direct comparison, since numbers for these experiments have yet to take on meaning, of 
binding strength and possible use of the drug as an anti-biotic. Areas that warrant 
investigation in the use of CE as a potential test for microbial contamination include: finding 
the exact substance or mixture of substances that are responsible for inducing aggregation of 
bacteria when used in conjunction with CTAB. This is no small task, as the mixture that is 
the nutrient broth can contain an immense number of different substances. The use of 
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different sample matrices must also be investigated, so that it may be truly useful as a 
contamination test. Despite many of the challenges presented by analyzing microorganisms 
by CE we have made significant strides in developing methods to overcome these problems, 
which has in turn allowed us to obtain a great deal of information from such experiments. 
Hopefully it has been shown that CE can be a useful tool when analyzing microbial samples 
and will only to continue to become more useful as time goes on. 
